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RECEIVE GORHAM COLLEGE DEGREES Fence Holds Car
j From Drop Into
O. C. Road Quarry

Edward L. Sullivan

Miss Mary Nichols

Miss Mary Huntley

Four Knox County students re
ceived Bachelor of Science De
grees in Education during Com
mencement Exercises June 5 from
the Gorham State Teachers Col
lege.
They were: Edward L. Sullivan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John T. Sul
livan of Rockport; Miss Mary
Nichols, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Nichols of 27 State street,
Rockland; Miss Mary Huntley,
daughter of Mr. and M»s. O:ie
Huntley of Camden: and Miss
Nancy Packard, daughter of Mis.
Ernest Packard of Bay View
Square, Rockland.
Sullivan, who graduated from
Rockport High School in 1955. will
teach in the junior high school at
Woolwich in September.
Miss Nichols, a 1955 graduate 1
of Rockland High School, was a
practice teacher in the Rockland
School system this year. She has

E. T. Nelson, Inc.
DODGE - PLYMOUTH

Miss Nancy Packard
plans of teaching in Norfolk.
Mass., in the fall.
She was chosen as Kippy Karnival Kween during her senior year
at the high school and has been a
Sea Princess during the Maim*
Seafoods Festival and a candi
date for Broiler Queen at Belfast.
Miss Huntley, who was also a
practice teacher in the Rockland
Schoo! System this year, received
h »r diploma L-m Cam'1 n High
School in 1955.
MlPackird who wii f»r»eh
tile fifth grade in RocrJr'd in
September, was the recipient of
t;,c Mary Perry Rich scho’ i •• • . n
wner* she graduated from Rockb1' High Scno 1 in 1955 Si
n • < c* the saJut.- uiy addrer
ing the graduation exercis
of
:. ( mm ol 1955
Bering her senior year at Rock
land High School, she wa»$ alsc
named as the candidate for thi
Good Citizenship Medal, sponsor
ed by DAR.

COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE*

Highway accidents are not con
fined to other people.
They can
rTEL. LY 4-4481
ROCKLAND' happen to you if you fail to “Slow’
Down and Live”. The State Police
KT. 1, NEW COUNTY KD.
104-tl1 caution ‘Take it easy and be sure
you can stop in time.”

First Choice Used Cars

Boats! Boats! Boats!
We Are Franchised Dealers

Tomahawk Fiberglass Boats

Sea Nymph Aluminum Boats
A Fine 15 Foot Boat

A Few Good Used Boats

New Boats in 12-14-16 Ft. Sizes
West Bend Outboard Motors
All Sizes

National Shawmut Finance

Also Boat Trailers
No Painting, Very Eight To Haul or Handle and
Full of Speed. Cash, Terms or Trade.

HAROLD B. KALER
WASHINGTON, MAINE

TELEPHONE 5-25

CAN FINANCE AEL GOOD BI YS

69-77

EIGHT PAGES—10c COPT

Veteran Teachers Cited At T.H.S. Graduation

We Will Serve Dinner Sunday, June 14 as Usual.

. . . WANTED.. .
EXPERIENCED

STITCHERS

We Will Serve Dinner Monday Through Friday

From S.45 P. M. Until 8.00 P. M.

WANTED

STRAIGHT STITCHING ON SINGLE NEEDLE MACHINES AND DOUGH NEEDLE MACHENES.

35 Hoar Week — Unian Conditions — Paid Holidays — Vacation with Pay — Steady Work.

We are expanding our facilities to work on a new contract with one of America's
largest ladies' sportswear manufacturers. The work is on ladies' blouses.
FOR AN INTERVIEW - CALL CEdar 6-2211 - OR APPLY IN PERSON AT

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REPAIR

SCHOOLHOUSE TOGS, Inc.

Easy Monthly Payments

Route 1

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Pascal Avenue

Rockport, Maine

IB

HAROLD ARNOLD, Manager
70-71
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DR. BRADSHAW TELLS ROCKLAND
GRADUATES TO CHERISH PAST,

USE KNOWLEDGE TO MAKE FUTURE

State Police investigated eix
accidents in this area which in
volved property damage but no
personal injuries.
Trooper Arthur Wood. Jr., re
ports that a vehicle, operated by
James A. Morrison, 18, of Clarks
Island, swerved on the Old Coun
ty road in Rockland about 8.10 p.
m. Thursday and struck the wire
mesh fence which borders the
quarry along the road.
Morrison told the trooper that
as he was approaching the S
curve on Old County road, he
swerved over to the left hand side
to avoid colliding with an oncom
ing car.
The Morrison car was saved
from tumbling into the quarry by
the fence, Wood said.
An accident on Route 131, just
outside of the village of Tenants
Harbor at about 6.45 p. m. Thurs
day caused $200 damage to a car
police said was operated by Lewis
W. Hatch, 15, of Tenants Harbor.
The operator explained to Troop
er Robert Hofacker that the car
skidded on the portion of the high
way which had been tarred that
afternoon by State Highway crews,
Beniah Harding of the Thomaston School Committee presents a certificate of appreciation to a forrolled over and landed on the left mer teacher in the town’s school system, Miss Mary McPhail. Also receiving the certificates during the
hand side.
Thomaston High School Commencement Wednesday night were Mrs. Martha Carter, left; and F. E. S.
A blowout of the left rear tire Morse, second from left.
Photo by Shear
caused a sedan, driven by Samuel
‘‘Let us not rest until achieve
The
letter
A
stands
for
ability
Receiving
the
certificates
were:
Kotzker, 49. of Bronx, N. Y., to
and aptitude which every individ F. L. S. Morse, Miss Mary Mcgo out of control on Route 17. ment overtakes ability,” Hayden
ual is endowed with in different Phil. Mrs. Martha Carter and
about a mile from the junction of Anderson of the State Department
degrees and in different ways, he Miss Rita Smith.
Route 206 in Washington Wednes j of Education advised the 20 gradusaid. B represents book learning
Mr. Morse served as superin
day.
' ates of Thomaston High School which forms the basis for educa tendent of schools of District 72
Trooper Arthur Wood, Jr., noted
■ Wednesday night during com- tion preparation for the challange for 26 years. Miss McPhail taught
that the car went off the road or
mencement exercises at Watts of life ahead. The third letter on in the Thomaston School System
the left hand side and proceeded
Hall.
the left side of the equation, C. from 1903 to 1925.
through a barbed wire fence be
An added feature of the pro goes for character, courage, hon Mrs. Carter has held a number
fore coming to a stop in an ad
gram was file presentation of esty. loyalty and kindness which of teaching positions in various
joining field. Damage to th.» car
certificates by the Thomaston is needed in future life.
parts of the world. She taught in
was set at $100.
School Committee to four former
On the other side of the equa Thomaston for 30 years following
An accident Thursday night in
teachers who no
reside in the tion, the letters GL stand for a 1815. served in the school depart
Knox resulted when Daniel S.
town.
good life. And of course like any ments in Farmington, Portland
Hall, 21, of Freedom was back
Anderson cautioned the s niors other mathematical puzzle, there . lid Camden and taught the cb»’ing his car out of a driveway and
cf r.ot being afraid to ‘‘sav what is the unknown factor, represent d> n of American serviceman on
struck the car. operated by Mrs.
you think” in whatever occupation ed in the letter X.
C.regidor in the Philippines
Ida L. Kennedy. 52. of Brooks.
or profession they may enter in j The unknown factor is the thing
Miss Smith, who received her
The Kennedy car traveled about
tie future. He told them that this i which makes us individuals, he certificate at the Thomaston High
20 feet before coming to rest in
feeling of self . cpression is a continued, for it is determined by School Alumni Association banquet
a pasture off the road. Trooper
proud attribute of the citizens of the way each one of us discovers Thursday night, has had a career
Wood placed the damage to tiie
Maine which ha.-j been passed . and uses our individual talents.
of teaching and private tutoring in
I\ enedy car at about $200 and
down through the years
The Thomaston School Commit Thomaston since the end of World
about $20 damage to the Hall v<
He stressed the need for “fierce tee, represented by Beniah Hard War 1. She taught in the Rock
1 Tie.
independence” and the ability of ing. presented four retired edu land Schoo! system in 1918. before
On Thursday morning, a trailer
using the most of individual ta'.-' cators certificates in recognition coming to Thomaston.
Buck, driven by Lawrence Knott,
of their dedication to education.
Superintendent of Schools Or
2". of Fort Worth. Texas, side-1 ents. whatever they ir.ig'nl be.
In illustrating his poi:iT. Ander Their ideals, Mr. Harding said, ville Guptill, Jr., preented th«
.-wined a car. operated by Roy I
son brought forth an original equa has set an example to the youth diplomas to the seniors and Rev.
G. T thner, 62. of Nobleboro at the
tion,
using the symobls ABC of Thomaston in the advancement John Fitzpatrick offered prayers
junction of Routes 1 and 32 in Wai- j
equals GL.
of education.
during the ceremony.
t’ohoro.
Trooper Carey Thing placed the |
total damage at about $80.
best actor. Arthur Heathcote.
Trooper Thing also reports an-1 SEVERAL AWARDS PRESENTED TO
National Honor Society Award.
other accident Thursday afternoon
$5. Diane Lunden.
in Orff's Corner where a car , WARREN STUDENTS IN GRADUATION
Alice McDougall Award. $15.
struck the front of a house*, owned j
Nancy Starrett.
AND
GRADE
SCHOOL
EXERCISES
by William Trask.
Lions Club Award, $25. Pau!
The owner of the car. Charles '
Wood.
sophomore.
Awards
made
at
the
Warier.
Murray, explained to the trooper 1
Scholastic Key in English, rank
High School graduation Thursday
Biology, rank of 93.2, Nancy
that he was giving driving instruc
93.5, Grace Lehto.
by Principal Edgar Lemke includ Spea:, freshman.
tion to his daughter when the
Student
Council
President
ed:
United
States
Government, Medal. Sandra Leino.
accident happened. The car had
Valedictorian,
rank
93.94.
Dor

rank of 96.25. Judy Dillaway jun
just left the Murray driveway and
DAR Award. Nancy Norwood.
ior.
was on the road for about 30 feet, j cas Jones.
Senior Class President's Medal,
when Mr. Murray placed his foot I Salutatorian, rank 93.18. Nancy
Civics,
94.8, Louise
Thaver, Nancy Norwood.
freshman.
on the accelerator by mistake. 1 Starrett.
Babe Ruth Caps. Dorcas Jonee
Honor Essayist, rank of 90.48.
Wculd History, rank of 92. Keith and Paul Wood.
instead of the brake and sending ,
Helmer, junior.
it crashing to the Trask home.
I Nancy Norwood.
Warren Lodge. IOOF, and Mys
The Student Council awarded tic Rebekah Lodge Outstanding
Damage to the house was esti- ' English 4. Judy Dillaway, junioi.
French 1. rank of 96.3. Mary medals to students on the honor Student Placque. Dorcas Jones.
mated at about $50 and about $100
roll all four terms. They went to:
damage to the car. Murray was Ellen Hancock, junior.
Public speaking Award. $5. Judy
Latin 2. rank of 92. Sandra Dorcas Jones. Nancy Starrett. Dillaway.
treated at home by his physician
Leino,
junior.
Nancy
Norwood,
who
have
been
for a fractured nose.
At the Grade School awards
Algebra 1. 92.8. Betty Jean Bill on the honor roll all four years. were given in the sixth, seventh
ings, freshman.
Howard Wiley and Dana Smith, and eighth grades at opening ex
Service Notes
Geometry, rank of 96.2, Howard who have been on the honor roll ercises Wednesday morning. For
Wiley, junior.
for three years. Louise Lord, San the first time, the Maine Teach
Pfc. Sherman A. Clements, son
Physics, iank of 95, Dorcas dra Leino, Paul Dillaway, Judy ers’ Association made awards to
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Cle Jones, senior.
Dillaway, Mary Ellen Hancock. the top 10 per cent in Grade 8.
ments, Swan Lake avenue. Belfast,
Mathematics Association Award, Louise Thayer and Nancy Spear.
Betsey Wiley and Carolyn P“'kins
completed the 33-week radar re rank
of 88.9, Dana Gammon.
Certificates to students being on tied toi this with the same rank.
pair course May 28 at the Army
the honor roll either one, two or Honorable mention
was given
Signal School, Fort Monmouth. N.
three terms: Three terms. Grace Judy Kinney. Diane Overlook
J. Clements was trained to test,
Lehto. Jean Foley, Betty Jean Merrill Howard, Bernard Wotton
------ NOTICE -----repair and maintain ground radar
On and after .Monday, June 15. Billings; two terms, Jan Pecce and Joan Beane. Principal Veiequipment. The 19-year-old soldier
(with five subjects), Helene How non Jordan gave out the award*.
entered the Army last August. He opening hours will be 9 a. m. to
10 p. m. Monday thru Saturday. ard, David Ames; one term. Sonja
Sixth grade teacher, Mrs. Doro
is a 1958 graduate of Crosby High
Wa isanen,
Brenda
Robinson, thy Overlock recognized Robert
IFEMEY'S DINER
School.
Arthur Heathcote.
Geisman for
improvement
in
• • •
71-74
Best actress. Judy Dillaway; studies, and in effort and conduct.
Russell E. Wixson, machinist’s
Joseph Havener.
mate second class. USN, son of Mr.
Mt
A ceretificate and pin from the
and Mis. Carroll M. Wixson of 21
Sunday Telegram, sponsor of the
Warren Street. Rockland, serving
— NOTICE —
spelling bee. gave a certificate to
aboard the destroyer USS Putnam,
Susan Foley.
is participating in ‘‘Operation In
BEGINNING SUNDAY, JUNE 21
Bernard Wotton and Jean Kigel
land Seas”, a cruise of 28 United
received awards for making the
States Navy warships to cities in
most progress in their studies for
THE KNOX HOTEL
the Great Lakes this summer.
the year.

WILL NOT SERVE SUNDAY DINNER DURING THE SUMMER

25

17.60 per year
83.76 six months
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Drivers, being human being.’,
m ike mistakes now and then. The
XI aine Highway Safety Committee
reminds us that we should never
completely trust the other driver.
In other words, we should drive de
fensively at all times, being alert
to prevent a crash if the other
driver should make a mistake.

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

FOR
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Dr. Marion Bradshaw of the
Bangor Theological Seminary, took

the motto of the Class of 1959 at
Rockland High School, "The Past

Is Forever Gone; The Future Is
Our Own.” as the* topic of his ad
dress during Commencement Ex
ercises Thursday night at the Com
munity Building.
Frederick E. Stoddard, son of
Mr. and Mis. Richard Stoddard of
29 Summer street. Rockland, was
the recipient of the 13th annual
$350. award from the Rockland
Women’s Educational Club, in
honor of Mary Perry Rich. The
presentation was made by Carl O.
Blackington, a member of the City
Council.
Dr. Bradshaw told the 94 gradu
ates and the packed audience that
the lack of realism and the lack of
practice has forced upon us an ad
justment to the facts of life due
to the rapidly changing world in
which we now live.
In commenting on the first part
of the class motto, Dr. Bradshaw
noted that there was a richness in
the past from which the graduates
could refer for cherished moments
and base that on a happier life in
the future.
He cited the need to outgrow age
old superstitions and use the
knowledge we have to control the
environment around us.
In closing his remarks. Dr.
Bradshaw cautioned the graduates
that no one has a monopoly on the
future since the world needs to de
velop an appreciative type of edu
cation which can only come with
the influence from various reli
gions. cultures and ways of life.
A production of a variety of ideas
is the basis of improvement, he
said.
He doubted whether the human
race has a future unless there is
an improvement in education and
in international
relations.
Dr.
Bradshaw expressed a fervent
wish that any attempt to develop
a possessive monopoly in the
world would fail.
Both the valedictorian and salu
tatorian. Rowland Wasgatt and
Robert
Plummer.
respectively,
cited the advancement in science
and how it has bettered mankind
over the past century.
Wasgatt added a note where he
suggests that a possible pool of sci
entific research could be estab
lished in the world between the
Western world and the world dom
inated by Russia.
Wasgatt looked to the future and
believed that unlimited opportuni
ties lie ahead for the graduates of
Rockland High School to find new
avenues of scientific discovery,
based on the advances already
made.
The invocation was given by Rev.
Charles R. Monteith and the bene
diction by Rev. Roy I. Bohanan.

Frederick E. Stoddard
Superintendent of Schools Bruce J.
Kinney presented the diplomas.
Timothy Corey sang "Lift Your
Hearts. Ye Sons and Daughters”,
and M.
Harriet Ladd' played
"Rhapsody in Blue” on the piano.
Miss Linda Mountfort played at
the piano and David Barstow at
the organ during the ceremony.
Both are in the Class of 1960.

Flag Day Rites
In Camden Sunday
Flag Day will be observed in
Camden with a special program at
7 p. m. Sunday on the Village
Green by the War Memorial Ameri
can Legion Post.
Col. John Wilson of Hope, writer
and a member of the Pentagon spe
cial service research staff in psy
chological warfare, will use the
American Flag as the topic of his
address.
The Legion Band, directed by
Robert Bishop, will present a con
cert.
Commander Charles Jacobsen of
the Camden Post has invited all
Legion membeis to participate in
the ceremonies by displaying the
colors on this day.

Any man can go wrong, but it
takes strength of character to get
back on the right track.

PICKUP AND DEUVERY

Em Bee Cleaners
Tel. LY 4-8880

11 Park St.

Wash and Wear Garments
Beautifully Dry Cleaned
Alno
Shirts Beautifully Laundered
and Packaged Individually
In Cellophane

24 Hr. Service
68-8-77

ROSS
MOTORS,
INC.,
Jeep

Tel. LY 4-7233

Rockland 2

SPORT
; SHIRTS
are gifts mm
get close to

PAD

WASH 'N' WEAR
SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
In Checks, Plaids, Stripes
and Fancy Mesh Weaves

$2.95 to $4.95

Knit Short Sleovo Sport Shirt*

15 HORSE

Fancy Cotton, Orion, Banlon, and Acrilan

OLIVER OUTBOARD MOTOR

$195 to $7.95

Perfect condition, just like new.
I'Ned very little.

HAROLD

8.

KALER

WASHINGTON. ME. TEL. MS
Open Sundays
67-68*70-71

HASKELL & CORTHELL
CAMDEN, MAINE
OPEN RATVKDAY EVENINGS
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LET'S TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AGE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

OF LAUGHTER GOULD ADVISES

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week

CAMDEN HIGH GRADUATING CLASS
One of the 63 seniors who receiv

ed his diploma Thursday night at
the Camden High School auditor

The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated w’ith the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5362.

ium, Reginald R. Engstrom, was
awarded two scholarships.
EDITORIAL
Reginald, who is stricken with
cerebral palsy, is the son of Mr.
CHAINS OF MISCONCEPTION
and Mrs. Averill Engstrom of
More than three hundred people from all walks of life
Camden. He received the Cam
recently applied a scientific yardstick to the knotty prob
den Alumni Association scholar
ship as the highest ranking voca
lems of health care for the aged at a Salt Lake City con
tional student; and the Mary E.
ference. Their conclusion was that private enterprise can
Crockett Award as the student
handle the job.
who overcame unusual handicaps
A spokesman for the health insurance industry told of
to receive his diploma.
the progress that has been made in this field—6 million
The featured speaker during
people over 65 are now covered under voluntary programs,
Commencement.
John
Gould,
and coverage is expected to increase significantly during
writer and humorist from Lisbon
the next few years.
Palls, discussed the history of the
Pilgrim settlements in New Eng
Dr. Louis M. Orr, president-elect of the American Medi
land.
cal Association, presented a program designed to "break
Other aw’ards went to: Marcia
the chains of misconception" about the nation’s aging popu
Boutelle, niece of Dr. and Mrs.
lation. He pointed out that a person at 65 has before him
Paul Millington: Patricia Crab
years of creativity and activity, provided he is given the
tree. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Reginald R. Engstrom
opportunity; that the vast majority of our 15 million old
Robert F. Crabtree; and Ann
people enjoy reasonably good health and are not all in dire
Weymouth. daughter of Mr. and Ora H. Brown Award.
Miss Janet Peabody, daughter
Mrs. Harold Weymouth; who re
need of medical care; that the needs of these senior citi
ceived $250 each from the Cam of Mrs. Elsie Peabody of Hop?
zens are far more numerous than just health needs, in that
wor
Alumni
Association
recogni

den Rotary Club. David Nichols,
they include occupational, economic, social and psychologi
prerident of the club, made the tion for the highest ranking girl
cal factors; that the physicians of the country have taken
in vhe vocational department.
presentation.
an active interest in the needs of the aged, and are con
American Legion Good Citizen
Miss Boutelle also received the
cerned with helping to provide low-cost health insurance
presented to
Friends in Council Award, given certificates were
for those who need it. that medicine’s program will meet
by Miss Helen Toombs, president. Robert L. Kaler. son of Mr. and
The Camden Teachers Association Mrs. John Kaler; and Ruth E.
the health needs of the aged while preserving the dignity
scholarship, presented by Presi Lunt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
and freedom of the individual, and that "our effectiveness
dent Steve Gross, went to Miss Clinton Lunt.
in meeting the challenges of this new world of aging will
Herbert N. Litchfield. Jr., re
Crabtree.
depend ultimately on our understanding of its magnitude."
Miss Weymouth, who was DAR ceived the scholarship from the
Dr. On added: "Any government plan would be com
Good Citizenship Candidate this Hi-Y Club of Camden.
pulsory. financially back-breaking, subject to political
Mr. Gould, after relating a few
year from Camden High School,
whims and poltical pressure, and hopelessly snarled in
won the Stevenson-McKay award historical remarks about the Pil
red tape." This is what we must avoid—and what we can
for achieving the highest ranking grims, went on to explain that a
marks among the girls who took good sense of humor has gone out
avoid if private enterprise, in all the many areas con
of affairs. “Man is the only ani
the college preparatory course.
cerned, is permitted and encouraged to do the necessary
The other half of the Stevenson- mal who is supposed to laugh,
job.
McKay award for the highest with the exception of a jackass.
ranking boy in the college pre We are living in an age that lends
paratory courses went to Thomas itself to laughter, so for heaven on to Kentucky and Vermont where Hawks of Maine
G. Mayer, son of Mrs. Herbert take, let’s take advantage of the she will visit with friends.
Mayer. Thomas also received the fact," he said.
Jerrold Michaels and Cyril Mer Described Fully
ritt. teachers from Vinalhaven
ment was made, and no overpay High School, will take a group of In New Booklet
boys on a camping trip to Mt.
ment will result.
Hawks of Maine are illustrated
Manager Stoddard said veterans, Katahdin over the weekend. The
widows and children receiving pen boys are Kurt Hanson. Craig Han and described in a new Extension
sion can save themselves incon son. Clyde Orcutt, Kenny Webster, Service bulletin from the University
venience and possibly money by Larry Hopkins and Bobby Bennett.
of Maine.
Mrs.
Dorothy Hanson
enter
Veterans, and the widows and notifying VA promptly of any in
Maine Extension Service Bulletin
crease in income which would put tained the seniors and high school
children of deceased veterans, re
470. "Hawks of Maine", is a 20
teachers at her home Tuesday eve
them above the limitations.
page bulletin illustrated with sev
ceiving pension from Veterans Ad
Seniors
Pensions are payable to veterans ning to a buffet lunch.
eral orginal drawings.
Charles
ministration should report imme for permanent and total disabilities were Minnie Ann White, Nancy
Waters prepared the manuscript
diately any increase in income of a non-service connected nature, Adams, Georgianna Hanson, Arth and drawings during the past year
ur Phillips. Charles Dyer and Ken
which would raise their annual in and to the widows and children of
while a senior student in wildlife
Teachers were:
dece-ased veterans for non-service neth Conway.
come above the statutory limits.
management in the School of
Cyril
Merritt.
Priscilla
Smith.
Ray

connected
deaths,
provided
the
ap

The warning was sounded by
Forestry, University of Maine.
mond
Sennett,
Jerrold
Michaels,
M. L. Stoddard, manager, of the plicants are otherwise eligible.
Copies of the bulletin on the
and
Norman
Guidiboni.
Veterans Administration Center,
Stoddard said any VA office can
"Hawks of Maine" may be obtained
Mrs. Flossie Mullen is a patient from county offices of the Maine
expla.n full eligibility requirements
Togus.
at Knox Hospital.
To remain eligible for pension for pension.
Extension Service. The bulletin iis
under the law. Stoddard said, pen
Mrs. Hattie Wortinger is visiting also available from the Bulletin
sioners of World War I, World War
her sister. Mrs. Emma Philbrook Office, Extension Service, Univer
U. and the Korean conflict may not
Mrs. Laura Hanley returned sity of Maine. Orono.
have an annual income from other VINALHAVEN
home Wednesday from a few days’
Birds covered in Bulletin 470 are
sources exceeding $1,400 without de
visit on the mainland.
the turkey vulture, black vulture,
MRS. FLOYD ROBERTSON
pendents, or $2,700 with wife or
Perfect attendance at Lincoln goshawk,
sharp-shinned
hawk,
Correspondent
minor children.
School during the year 1958 to 1959 Cooper’s hawk, red-tailed hawk
Telephone 14-8
VA checks the annual income of
were Marsha Alley, June Dickey, red-shouldered hawk, broad-winged
those receiving pension through the
and Owen Webster, pupils of the hawk. Swaiinson’s hawk, rough
medium of questionnaires which
legged hawk, golden eagle, bald
The Youth Fellowship held their sixth grade.
are distributed about January 1 of final meeting at the Union Church
Mrs. Addie Johnson returned eagle, marsh hawk, osprey, gyreach year.
Sunday night. After the meeting home Wednesday after a visit with | falcon, peregrine falcon, pigeon
Later, if the person receiving the they met at Joseph Headley’s Camp her son. Frances Johnson.
1 hawk, and sparrow hawk.
pension fails to notify VA promptly at City Point. There they enjoyed
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Drew were
The Extension Service bulletin
of an increase in income which a delicious supper. Rev. Norman visitors on the mainland Thursday. points out that hawks are migra
raises hiis annual income above the Peacock was supervisor.
At a meeting held recently at the tory birds. In Maine, only three
statutory limit, payments will be
home of Mrs. Dorothy Hanson, the species are resident throughout the
George Hanson came Wednesday
discontinued retroactively to the
senior class of 1960 made plans for year. Another is a winter resident
to attend graduation exercises of
first of the year.
their class trip next spiing. They and nine are summer residents.
his daughter. Georgianna.
This creates an overpayment,
were given a beautiful hand hooked Four other species of hawks are
Mrs.
Vera
Johnson
came
Wed

Stoddard said, and is subject to
rug from Mrs. Muriel Osgood. Th< rare visitors and the other is pres
nesday to open her summer hotel group attending, who are of the ent only during migrations.
recovery by the Government.
"Club ’60", were: Lida York. Bar
If the person receiving the pen for the summer season.
The bulletin explains that scien
George Hanson and daughter, bara Webb, Janice Wardley, Ladd tific studies have shown that hawks
sion notifies VA promptly of such
increase, payment will be discon Georgianna, left Thursday for Wal York, Albert Osgood. Kirk Hanson, are of definite value to agriculture,
tinued as of the date the last pay tham. Mass. Georgianna will go Ronnie Peterson, and John Young. as well as essential in the wildlife
community. So conservation agen
cies are working to obtain a better
, appreciation of hawks through edu
cational programs. Also, the State
of Maine protects all hawks by
making killing them illegal and
punishable by fine.

Beneficiaries of

V. A. Grants Must
Report Income

Davis Takes Delivery Of All-Purpose Boat

Have Your
Firecrackers and

Eat Them Too
Send up a little rocket for your
own reputation as a hostess wher
you add a new dish to your Fouith
of July meals this year. If you’re
entertaining indoors, or eating out
doors at a sitdown meal, you
j couldn't find a more novel salad
than Firecracker Salad made with
gelatine and banana. It’s easy to
' do yet a real sensation in the de
partment of original and amusing
food for thc Fouith.
For outdoor picnic meals, do
try baking bananas in the peel
over glowing coals for a delicious
new
accompaniment
to
your
I grilled steak, hamburger, or what 1
have you? There is absolutely no

Thc mothers were Winona Peter
son, Isabel Osgood. Helen Webb,
June Calderwood. Sadie York and
Dot Hanson.

Pictured I* the 36 foot combination lobster boat, dragger and acallnper launched in Lower West
Pnbnico, N. 8. Memorial Day for Robert J. Davis of Port Clyde. She is powered with a 171 GM diesel
engine of 144 horsepower wi*h l’_» to 1 reduction gear. There are quarters for four aboard and she is
equipped with radiotelephone and sound gear. She has a birch keel, stern and stem and Is framed with
hackmatack and spruce plunked. Davis has put her into service at Port Clyde.
WHEN TEMPERATURES ARE HIGH

PRICES ARE LOW FOR
•ALUMINUM COMBINATION WINDOWS AND SCREENS
•ROOFING AND SIDING

•ALUMINUM COMBINATION STORM AND SCREEN DOORS
Take Advantage of Off-Season Reductions
Guaranteed Material* and Workmanship • One Week Service

E. L MATTHEWS
TENANTS HAMOB

DIAL FRontier 24998
71*72

Have a Very Nice Small Home
en Route 220.
Rlark read,
light* and good well.
First
class rendition. 3 acre* nt land.
A fine home ter a retired
couple, er anyone ter that mat
ter. Will take time payment*
tor part.
Bl’Y DIRECT OF
THE OWNER AND KAYE
REAL ESTATE OR BROKER’S
COMMISSION.
HAROLD B.
Waahiogton.
TeL MS.
9748*70-71

LOWEST PRICES

QUALITY MOBILEHOMES
BRAND NEW ISM - 10’ WIDE
MOBILEIIOME —
Only *49*. Down
Balance S Year*
USED MOBILEHOMES
1 and 2 Bedroom Models
Only *199. Down
*15 per Week
FREE DEI.IVERY —
FREE SET-CP
“QCALITY la Our Motto"

STATE TRAILER SALES
George H. Gould, Mgr.
MOBILEHOME HAULING
Outer Hammond St.
Hermon • Bangor Line
Tel. Hermon MW
Open ft a. m. ta ft p. m. nnd Sun

Teeeday-Thunday-Satunkif

UNION AWARDS FOUR SCHOLARSHIPS THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK

MAKES HISTORY LIVE
AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE
By F. L. S. Morse

Fun In The Schoolhouse

Pope was caught in some deviltry
In the pa<st the little district and the master seized him by the
schoolhouses were often used for hair so that a whole handful came
out. leaving a patch of W’hite
entertainments.
religious
meet
scalp. The master, supposing that
ings and such, in short were so he had injured the boy, made
cial centers for their communities. profuse apologies and excused him
The Eastern Meadow schoolhouse, from further attendance for the
discussed in a recent Scrap Book, day.
Pope was uninjured and
was so used and some amusing happy. My great uncle, the late
things took place on those occa Charles B. Morse, witnessed the
sions.
incident.
Along in the '80's a panorama
Later. Vose was editor of the
or magic lantern show was held Rockland Gazette, parent of The
by the late Allie Munroe, who Courier-Gazette, and a little tem
lived across thc road from the perance paper well knowrn through
schoolhouse. One of the colored the land. His photograph former
slides showed Adam and Eve in ly hung on the walls in the Uni
the Garden of Eden, who were versalist vestry and showed him
shown in what Artemas Ward re- wearing a very long black beard.
Constance Knight
Milton Hilt
fderred to as Nature’s garb. An He was for years editor of one of
old lady of the neighborhood, the largest papers of the Middle
shocked by Mother Eve’s nudism, West.
cried out indignantly applying an
Some Howlers
offensive epithet to our ancestor.
On<- a girl
at the Eastern
You will understand that these
Meadow’School
was
reading
were in the early, unsophisticated
Gray’s
Elegy
to
a Country
days when folks didn’t understand
Churchyard.
When she
read.
how a grown woman could have
"The ploughman homeward plod
the innocence and lack of self
his weary way", she pronounced
consciousness that makes nudism
the long word “plugman." When
decent and so charming in a child
asked thc color of blood, the same
of two years.
Allie was a conductor on the girl answered "White".
In the Green Street building a
railroad, a fine looking chap who
died many years ago.
A little ninth grade boy, later the captain
of a large vessel, pronounced undaughter, Adelaide, who died of
coffined "unconfined", in reading
diptheria when a tot seemed po
Byron's Apostrophe to the Ocean.
ssessed of unusual artistic ability.
At the Morse’s Corner School,
Shortly after the beginning of
one Alden Long read. "Tomatoes
the new century Ralph Merrill
are red or yellow." as follows.
gave a concert in the schoolhouse
with his phonograph, the only one "Tom’s toes are either red or yel
8%
in the community. Such songs as low.” He did it purposely and the
In the Valley’ Where The Bluebird teacher knew’ it and punished him
The little cousin,
Sings and Molly Come Drive th accordingly.
Janet Swett
Annette Austin
Cows Home, as sung by Byron whose father had made a home
for the boy after the death of his
The Knox County and State Driv G. Harlan on Edison record, en father, was in tears, she was so
With the motto. "Eternal Vigil
tertained
the
folks.
ance Is The Price of Liberty", the ing Road-E-O awards went to Craig
The more substantial part of the mortified.
Class of 1959 at Union High School Walker, son of Dr. and Mrs. Arnold
The old Beechwoods schoolhouse
program was an oration on educa
received their diplomas Thursday Walker.
tion by the learned Superintendent later converted into a dwelling and
The program was highlighted
night at the Thompson Memorial
of Schools. Dr. G. Langtry Crock recently destroyed by fire was the
scene of a less serious fire many
Building from Superintendent of with the presentation of several ett.
sports letters, and the DAR Good
Schools Harold Wiggin.
The doctor’s pronounciation of years ago in the 1880’s, with the
Scholarships, worth $300 each, Citizenship Medal to Annette Aus the word, process, with the O pro large boys jumped out a window
Miss Knight also received nounced as in snow instead of as quite unnecessarily. Their fright
were presented Milton Hilt, son of tin.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Hilt, and recognition, from Husson College in Block as it was generally was pretended.
It has always seemed strange
Constance Knight, daughter of Mr. for outstanding commercial work. ! spoken by the plain folk of the
Each faculty member received Meadows caused some questioning that little commonplace things be
and Mrs. Edward Knight.
Both
so
excruciatingly
funny
will enter the University of Maine in gifts presented on behalf of the and some adopted the newer way come
when they take place in a church
September. Mr. Hilt was the class graduates by Joyce Linscott and for a time.
valedictorian and Miss Knight, the John Pu.-haw. Music for the eve
When as a climax the doctor or school.
F. L. S. Morse.
ning was provided by the Union I shouted in a tone of thunder that
salutatorian.
Two other seniors, Annette Aus School Band.
1 "Brute force has got to surren
Speakers were: Craig Walker, der”, the rafter rang with ap
tin. daughter of Mrs. Martha Aus
Hurry Bugs Are
tin; and Janet Swett, daughter of class history; Harry Brown, class plause.
prophecy;
Lita
Choate,
class
will;
Before the show some of thc
Mrs. Frances Taylor, received $100
A Menace To
scholarships each to attend a beau- Ernest Tolman. class gifts; and big boys took books from thc
John Hanley, second honor essay.
desks and banged them on th
tv school in Portland.
Selves and Others
desks. Finally a small boy. nowproprietor of a large provisio"How can anyone W’ho is jittery
store in town, thought he would and agitated, straining to get every
MIT Food Expert
BUMPER cr«op
try it. so he took out the Frye’s advantage in the stream of traffic,
Geography and raised it aloft
Sees New Look In
forever peeking at his watch, pass
w’hen oh oh his mother saw it and
I'm N/tve«
ing improperly, etc. how’ can he
rushed
to
the
scene
administering
Food
of
Future
TROuBtfO BT OTHER
stay out of really serious traffic
punishment that fitted the offense
FOll OWING Mf
trouble?” ask the State Police.
An MIT professor has predicted The boy’s behaviour was alir.os*
TOO ftosety'
In answer to the above question,
angelic
for
the
remainder
of
the
j we may be able some time in the
they point out that such a "Hurry
j future to eat food packages as evening. In fact it has been rather Bug" is bound to wind up eventual
1 decent ever since.
What a pity
well as the contents.
ly in highway difficulties. He just
Dr. Bernard E. Proctor, head that so many of our mothers of cannot get away with that kind of
today
do
not
understand
how
tc
of the Food Technology Depart
driving indefinitely.
ment at Massachusetts Institute of nip naughtiness in the bud as did
This type of driver pays Little
that
mother,
my
good
friend
and
Technology, was discussing "New
attention to the conditions around
neighbor
some
50
years
ago.
Foods For Your Future" at the
"Rain, fog.
Early in the 1890’s a Sunday him," they added.
: closing session of the 135th Quar
slippery streets, or mechanical
School
was
held
for
two
or
three
terly Meeting of The New Eng
years here with Charles B. Mors?. trouble w'ith his car never cause
land Food Processing industry.
him to slow down. Even his own
!
"We will in the future raise cat I superintendent; Elwood F. Brown physical or mental state is not
tle. sheep and hogs with less fat assistant superintendent and Ern considered. Even when he is dll,
and on the table see leaner steaks est Nichols, secretary or librarian tired or worried, he drives at the
In the schoolhouse on the N-w
and chops by choice and inten
County Road, the late Alden Cobb same speed, making no allowance
tion." Proctor also forecast.
for the fact that he not at his best.
"New concepts of foods, such as some 70 years ago held temper
"One of the best ways to avoid
ance
meetings
and
on
one
occa
freeze-drying and radiation, may
the ‘in-a-hurry’ complex is to plan
come but the old standbys of can sion asked a member of the con
Thc trips well in advance, making cer
ning and freezing will always have gregation for his opinion.
work to this novel picnic food, and
tain that plenty of time is allowed
their place in producing foods citizen stated that while he be
yet it always make a hit with the
But some new types of food pack lieved firmly in temperance he for the distance to be covered and
crowd. Cooking banana gives it
ages may be edible themselves so had himself always used liquor ir that some reasonable margin is left
an extra-mellow flavor that you’ll
A driver
that they may be eaten along with moderation. He advised the peo for unforeseen delays.
find delicious.
the foods they protect. .
he pie if they must use liquor to use who is trying to beat a deadline is
a good brand. He said he had a menace to everyone on the road
Banana Firecrackers
added.
He takes
1 package strawberry, cherry or
Among some of Proctor’s other found Colonel Pepper’s whiskey to — including himself.
raspberry gelatin
predicted developments of the fu be a very good article and recom chances that he w’ould never con
mended it. He assured them tha* sider taking, were he on time or
1 cup hot water
ture were:
% cup cold water
More "heat and eat" products it would do them infinitely less a bit ahead of his schedule.
2 ripe bananas
"Hurrying on the highway," con
will be manufactured and larger harm than the rotgut or scald4 (6 ounce) empty cans
quantities of foods dispensed in in punch sold in Rockland on the cluded the police group, "sky
Dissolve gelatin in hot water. stant-heat coin-operated automatic Point. This actually occurred and rockets your chances oi Becoming
Stir in cold water.
Chill until dispensers, all using disposable the good citizen spoke seriously, i involved in a fatal accident . . . and
meaning no disrespect.
| failure to fit driving to conditions
slightly thickened. Place 1 table containers.
Many years ago, in the early multiplies the odds against you.
spoon of gelatin in bottom of each
Individual
services
of
food
of the Morse’s Corner Smart drivers have learned to
can. iree. bananas. Cut cross ‘‘portion-sized" will be available years
wise in half. Place in center of • for persons who live alone, as the School. 1835 or thereabouts, there Siow Down And Live!”
each can. Fill cans with remain living facilities for such persons. was a boy named Z. Pope Vose.
ing gelatin. Chill until firm. Just | usually elderly citizens, will in- who lived with his grandfather
before serving, unmold by dipping | crease tremendously in the neai Welcome Healey, at the corner of
cans just to the rim in hot water | future as our entire population the County road and Creighton's
for 1 or 2 seconds. Shake slightly group is comprised of more per Lane. Pope had a fever and his
St A HOPS! «,
hair was loosened all over his
to loosen gelatin.
Cover with sons.
f»t in s o ,
•plate. Invert plate and can to
The virtues of New England's scalp.
When he was able to attend
gether, or carefully slide gelatin basic food materials have only re
BITLER CAR A HOME SUFFLY
with plain or whipped cream, cently become fully appreciated school again there was a new
omt
out on to plate. Lift off can. Serve The sardines of Maine which have schoolmaster and on the first dav.
Makes 4 servings.
recently undergone a tremendous
Bananas Grilled In Peel
improvement in processing and
Take a banana that has all-yel- control have found to be outstand
BID NOTICE
low or slightly green-tipped peel. ing in flavor and a superb source
A lees-ripe banana stays firm dur j of protein and other nutritive
CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE
ing cooking.
Make a lengthwise factors.
slit in peel, gently loosen edges,
JCNE 19. ISS9
and drizzle in a little honey all
The City of Rockland I* receiving bid* for supplying the
along the slit. Now put the banana TENANTS HARBOR
City’s Public Work* Department with one new 1990, * cylinder,
'•■j ton pickup tiuck equipped with ti ply tire*, directional sig
to grill on a grate over glowing
The Master Mason degree will be
nals, Deluxe beater, oil filter, and foam robber seat.
coals. The peel will turn glossy exemplified at Eureka Lodge. Ten
Said bid* to be In the office of the Purchasing Agent, City
black. The fruit inside will d« - ants Harbor. Saturday, preceded by
Hall, not later than 11 A. M., June 19, I960.
velop an extra-delicious, mellow a lobster stew supper at 6.30.
The City reserve* the right to reject any or all bids.
flavor everyone will like. To eat
CHARLES A. HAYNES,
the fruit, just pull aside the perl
Don’t try to forget your past—
Purchasing Agent.
a.id with a fork or spoon, eat the use the experience to guide you in

dohnson

fruit inside.

the future.

BID NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE
JCNE I*. 199*
The City of Rockland will receive bid* until 11 A. M., June
I*. 1939, for furnishing one new 1999, 6 cylinder, I ton dump
truck complete w ith 9 8.29 X 9*. I* ply tire*. Deluxe heater,
heavy duty front and rear springs, foam rubber seat, * speed
rear axle, power nteering, oil filter, and approximately 199"
wheelbase. Also, 8 yard body mounted on charnl*.
Complete specification* shall be submitted with Md.
Thc City reserve* the right to reject any or all Md*.
Agent.

Timday-Thuridoy-Saturday

Rocklond Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 13, 1959

Ornithological Society Meeting In City

•tune 14—Flag Dav
June 16—Organist Night at Harbor
Light Chapter, OES, Rockport, 8
p. m.
June 16—At 3.30. Silver Tea at the
home of Mrs. E- Douglas Brooks,
Thomaston. Benefit of Multiple
Sclerosis Fund.
June 18-16—State Garden Club Con
vention at Caribou.
June 21—Father’s i->ay.
June 22—School of Instruction for
District 11, OES- at Rockport Ma
Lloyd K. Daniels, son of Mr. and
sonic Hall.
Meeting begins at
Mrs. Lloyd E. Daniels of 399 Main
10 a. m. with luncheon.

Am!

Funeral Home
RABBETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

ambulance servke
TEL. LY 4-4212
US LIMEROCK BTBEET
BOCKLAND, MAINE
135-8-tf

Remember

WOODEN SIDEWALKS
Remember when wooden
sidewalks presented the
menace of stubbed toes
and slivers to barefooted
boys?
And
many
a
youngster spent long
hours poking with a stick
to recover a penny
“dropped down a crack.’*
Remember?

GREAT

HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE

BOCKLAND
and
THOMASTON
* chooang a famiy mo
ment, your choice it noc

I

only for your lifetime, but
lor generations to come. We can
help you fend lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
W Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, yrnir hem, or your descendant.

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

FOR 76 YEARS

Tel. CRestwd 3*2981
"Tel. CEdar 6-2201

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties

PHONE THOMASTON, Fleetwood 4-6531

*** ** r*

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Great American—one of the nation's largest and strong
est capital stock insurance companies, in business since
1872—has just reduced the premium for its Homeowners
Policy in this state. That means you can now get top
quality, complete protection ... for your home ... its
contents . . . your personal possessions ... at a cost
that represents exceptional value for your money—
possibly no more than you may now be paying for
partial protection.
Take advantage of this unusual opportunity. Get full
details now from the local independent insurance agent
who represents Great American in your area.
EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED

Great American's PREMIUM PAYMENT BUDGET PLAN
enables you to pay for all your insurance written by
Great American in easy installments—monthly, quarterly,
semi-annually or annually—on terms to fit your budget.

GREAT AMERICAN INS. CO.
Elmer C. Davis - Richard A. French
FARNSWORTH BUILDING

Offica-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

352 MAIN STREET
1-Hf

The most serious charge was that
of second offense drunken driving
which Trooper
Allen
McGown
lodged against Howard Holland. 39.
of New Bedford. Mass.
Holland was found guilty of the
charge and sentenced to 90 days in
the County Jail. Trooper McGown
stopped the respondent on Route 1
in Warren about 8 a. m. Thursday
after the Holland car weaved from
the right hand side of the road to
the soft shoulder on the left side.
He had been found guilty of
drunken driving by the York Coun
ty Municipal Court May 2, 1956.
• • •

A charge of driving to endanger ‘
against Robert F. Fahey, 22, of
Hull, Mass., was nol prossed by
County Attorney Curtis Payson of
Union after the respondent pleaded
guilty to failing to proceed cautious
ly while approaching a stop sign,
which is a lesser offense.
Fahey, who was stopped by
Trooper Lawrence Chapman Fri
day morning, paid a fine of $20.
The trooper told the court that
the Fahey vehicle rammed into
the rear of a vehicle driven by
Bruce Rubenstein. 17. of Talbot Ave
nue. Rockland, on the Owls Head
Road. The Rubenstein car was hit
when it had stopped for a stop sign.
Damage to the Rubenstein car was
estimated at about $200 damage and
minor damage to the other vehicle.
• • •
Willard Roberts of Owls Head
pleaded guilty to having five short
lobsters in his possession in Owls
Head June 10 and paid a $25 fine.
Warden Paul Kvorjak of Owls
Head was the complainant.
A charge of fishing without a li
cense against Harvey J. Husson,
19, of Rockland was continued for
sentence to June 19 and the re
spondent was released on $50 per
sonal recognizance.
Husson, who pleaded guilty, was
spotted on the St. Georges River
in Warren June 7 by Warden Win
field Gordon.
• • •
I

Philip J. Carpenter. 21. of Rock
land was found guilty of passing
a red and amber light at the junc
tion of Park and Main Streets in
Rockland June 12.
Judge Adams
filed the charge, upon payment of
$5 court costs.
Rockland Police stopped him
after they witnessed the motor
vehicle violation while proceeding
several car lengths behind the Car
penter car.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Joseph B. Pellicani

John A. Bird

Among those receiving Bachelor . of the Student Council and was a
of Arts degrees today at Bowdoin member of the Dean’s List.
Also receiving the Bachelor of
College’s
154th Commencement
Arts degree will be Joseph B Pelli
exercises in the First Parish cani of Warren.
A graduate of
Church in Brunswick, will be Rockland High School.
John A. Bird of Rockland.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs,
A graduate of Rockland High Bartholomew J. Pellicani of War
School, he is the son of Mr. and ren and a member of Kappa Sig
Mrs. Frederic H. Bird of 21 Ka ma fraternity.
He majored in
tahdin avenue. Rockland.
economics.
A member of Psi Upsilon fra
Pellicani, who completed class
ternity, he majored in govern room worked at Bowdoin in 1; 58,
ment and was active in golf and has been studying the pa=t year
the Glee Club. He was president at Boston University Law School.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE CALLS OPEN
MEETING MONDAY TO DISCUSS
PUBLIC LANDING DOCK PROBLEMS
The Chamber of Commerce has previou-sly expressed like opin
ions to the members of the City
Council.
Snow is expected to officially In
form the Council Monday that the
float and ramp are unsafe in his
opinion, and recommend closing
the facility if the municipal offi
cers cannot see their way clear to
repair or replace.
Bartlett commented Friday that
a new series of floats large
enough to accommodate the boat
lities.
traffic should be built and dvedg
Chamber Secretary Ralph Bart ing done to the point where plea
lett describes the float and ramp sure craft and fishing beats of
as inadequate and unsafe. Har reasonable size could be accom
bormaster Bertram Snow has modated.

called an open meeting for Mon
day evening at 7.30 p. m. in the
Thorndike Hotel to discuss fully
the situation relative to the dock
ing facilities at Public Landing
for small boats.
President Albert E. MacPhail
commented that the Chamber will
press for immediate repair of the
present ramp and float, or for the
costrucfcion of new’ and safer faci

Jack To Teach
I
i

In District 5
Rusell Jack, Jr., music teacher

the past two years in the schools
of York, has been employed to
serve in the same capacity of the
schools of District 5 next year, ac
cording to Superintendent Bruce
ney.
Jack, a graduate of Weymouth,
Mass.. High School and the Univer
sity of Michigan, will teach instru

mental music and serve as an as
sistant in vocal music instruction
in the schools of Rockland. Owls
Head and South Thomaston.
At Michigan, he w’as a member
of the Marching Band and the Sym
phony Band four years.
The 24 year old musician will
move his family to Rockland in
mid-August.
He has been close to band and
orchestra for many years as his
father taught instrumental music
in Auburn several years before tak
ing a like post in Weymouth. Mass.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
SCHOOL Gill wanted for general
house work 2 hours mornings ex
cept Sundays. Apply 99 CAMDEN
STREET.
71-73
’57 CHEVY Bel-Aire Conv. for!
sale. R&H. w/w, good cond. MICH
AEL CAVIC, Tel. LYiic 4-4451
71-73
PAINTING0 Roofing? Caipentning? Chimney and Gutter Cleaning,
etc.?
CALL FRor.tier 2-6366 or
LYric 4-5182.
71*73

Half A House
Building costs have nearly doubled in the past
twelve years.

house?

CUSTOM
RETREADING
Also 15" and 16"
8 HOUR SERVICE
Fully Guaranteed
BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY

Have you enough insurance on YOUR

Or only half enough?

1 J7F

(V. C.

Sm

£add &

ENGINEERED FAMILY INSURANCE

TEL. LYric 4-4461

ROCKLAND, MAINE

47-tf

We Need Used Automobiles
And Mobile Homes
WILL TRADE FOR ANYTHING

USED FURNITURE, BOATS, PONIES, HORSES, CATTLE

YOU NAME IT--WE'LL TRADE FOR IT

WEEK END SPECIALS

AMERICAN

REDUCES THE COST OF

homes

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

64-65-S-t 1
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

DAVIS
FUNERAL

GRADUATING AT BOWDOIN TODAY

Several motor vehicle violations
were heard by Judge Christy C.
Adams in Municipal Court Fiiday
morning.

June 23—Rockland Garden Club Street. Rockland, has been appoint
meets at Nelie Reed’s cottage in ed rehabilitation counselor on the
Owls Head for an all day session. staff of the Bay State Society for
June 23—Zonta dinner meeting at the Crippled and Handicapped, the
the Thorndike Hotel, 6.30 p. m.
Massachusetts Easter Seal Society,
June 28—Zonta inter-city meeting according to announcement by
Poland Spring House, 2.30 p. m. Charles S. Wilson, executive direc
July 2—Rockland Emblem Club
tor.
He assumed his new duties
meets at Elks Home 8 p. m.
June 8 and will make his headquar
July 4—Independence Day.
July 9—Clyde Beatty and Lowe ters in the society’s Boston office.
Brothers Circus, South School Daniels, a graduate of Rockland
High School in 1950, received his ’
Grounds, Rockland Lions Club.
Bachelor’s degree from Boston Uni-|
Clayton Vose, Hl, of 69 North versity in 1958 and is studying for .
Main street in Rockland was taken his Master’s degree in rehabilitation 1
Photo by Shear
Wendall Hadlock, curator of the Farnsworth Museum, center, and Christopher Packard, right, presito Knox Hospital Thursday after counseling at the same university.
j dent of the Portland Society of Natural History, listen while Professor George N. Sutton of the I niversity
noon shortly after he collapsed on
Main street in Rockland, in front
Knox Shrine Club will hold its of Oklahoma explains some of the aspects of birds he has in his hands. Professor Sutton exhibited a coilection of 21 pictures, painted in Iceland, during the Wilson Ornithological Society meeting in Rockland.
of Glover’s Store.
After he was annual spring festixal at the Cam
treated for a lacerated chin and den Snow Bowl Wednesday eve- I The 40th annual meeting of the
The three day session features among North American Parulidae
Festivities will
abrasions of both hands, he was re ning. June 17.
Wilson
Ornithological
Society talks by famous men in the field of by Kenneth C. Parker of the Carne
leased. No cause for the fainting start with a social hour at 7
study dealing with birds, and sev gie Museum of Pittsburgh.
opened at the Farnsworth Museum
spell w’as given by hospital officials. o’clock to be followed by a buffet i
eral field trips. The group will be
The session is sponsored by th**
lunch and entertainment. Shriners j Fiiday morning with over 240 dele guests aboard the Coast Guard cut
Portland Society of Natural So
Five year old Roseanne Lank of | and Masonic guests will be wel- j gates attending.
ter Laurel, Sunday morning on a ciety, the Farnsworth Museum and
North Haven, critically injured • come. The committee is compos- I The sess.on in Rockland, which trip to Matinicus Rock. Shore trips the Maine Audubon Society.
ed
of
Darrell
Dunton.
Allen
Gor|
marks the first time that the so Sunday include Mt. Desert and Mt.
last Saturday when she was run
Highlight of the meeting was a
Lawrence
Miller,
Earle ciety has met in New England, Katahdin.
down by a car neat' her hom-' b don,
clambake at the Rockland Public
Perry,
Robert
Rippey
and
Sidney
features guests from many parts of
to undergo surgery
at Sisters
The sessions resume this morning Landing Friday night.
Wer.dall
Hospital in Waterville Mon jay. I I. Segal.
the United States, Canada. Africa, at 9 o’clock at the museum with a Hadlock of the Museum is coShe sustained a fractured nose,
the Netherlands and Austrailia.
talk on the Taxnomic Relationships chairman.
cheekbone and upp°r jaw in addi- | Dr. David Mann of Camden was I
tion to severe bruises and shock. the guest speaker at the Kiwanis ;
Members of Explorer Post 202
held with Miss West, H.D.A.. on
Club Monday evening, taking as 1
left Friday for Dow Air Force Base James Frankowski
Aug. 10 at the village library to
his
subject
his
hobby
of
collecting
The directors ahd members of j
for a two day encampment. While
plan the 1980 calendar. The next
the Knox County industrial .& De- j watches and clocks. He displayed at the base, they will stay in one of Wins Thomaston
regular meeting will be held Sept
several
ancient
and
rare
watches.
velopment Association will meet •
14 on “You and Your Finances,’’
the barracks and eat in the mess
at the Rockland Chamber of Com-]
hall used by officers. The boys will DAR Essay Contest a two part meeting with the sec
BORN
merce offices at the Public Land
ond part being held on Sept. 21.
Aines—At Knox Hospital. June 12, tour the facilities of the Air Base,
First prize in the DAR Essay Members and guests present were
ing Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. Purpose
and be given a ride in one of the
of the session is to establish the to Mr. and Mrs. Lavon Ames of
newest planes.
Making the trip Contest. “What Freedom Means To Mrs. Anthony Gustin. Mrs. Henry
Penobscot Bay Regional Planning Matinicus. a daughter.
Knowlton — At Knox Hospital. are: Steve Blackman. Bill Leavitt, Me’’ in the sixth grade in the Thom Lindahl. Miss Sylvia Raynes, Mrs.
Commission.
June 11, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Don Gregory, Dave Gregory. Don aston School System was won by Patricia Elliott. Mrs. Walter GupKnowlton, a daughter.
Carter, Frank Post and Woodbury James Frankowski in the class, till. Mrs. Irving Smith. Miss Beryl
The staff and members of Ban
Hustus—At Knox Hospital, June Post.
They are acompanied by taught by Mrs. Corinne Small of the Bo.gerson, Mrs. William Buck
croft School of Haddonfield. N. J., 11. to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hustus.
Advisors Frank Merrill and Robert Green Street School. Second place minster, Miss Kay Ross, Mrs.
arrived in Rockland aboard a spe a son.
Kenneth Stone and Mrs. Wayne
Gregory.
prize went to Andrea Melgard.
Coombs—At Camden Community
cial train Thursday morning to
Lindsey.
The winners received their prizes
open their summer
season at Hospital. June 12, to Mr. and Mis.
The regular meeting of the Owl«
( ARD OF THANKS
from Mrs. Laurence Shesler, regent
Garthgannon Lodge in Owls Head. Merrill Coombs of Islesboro. a son.
I
wish
to
extend
thanks
and
ap

Sabins
—
At Camden, Community
of the General Knox Chapter, in an Head Volunteer Fire Department
The train was the first passenger
will be held Monday nignt, June
Hospital, June 11, to Mr. and Mrs. preciation to all my relatives and assembly last week.
unit to run over the Rockland Kenneth Sabins of Union, a son.
15. at the Central School at 7.30 p
friends for gifts, plants, flowers,
Branch since the railroad discon
m. Further plans will be ma?e
Sleeper—At Long Beach, Calif., and cards sent me during my re
tinued passenger service earlier in June 7. to Lt. and Mrs. Bradford cent illness, to Dr. Allen. Dr. Root
for the public baked bean and easerole supper to be held June 27 at
the year.
Sleeper, formerly of Rockland, a and Dr. Onat and the nurses and Owls Head
staff of Knox Hospital I am very
son—Kevin B.
10 at th.- Cential Scool b< n< fitMRS.
FRANCIS
DYER
grateful.
ing the building fund. Further
On and after June 17. Felicia
Correspondent
Mrs Lura Norwood.
DIED
action will also be taken at this
Dodge’s Tailor Shop will be closed
Telephone LY 4-7646
71*lt
Sabien—At Rockland, June 12,
meeting on plans to be presented
Wednesdays during the summer.
by the building committee for the
71*73 Nelson Avard Sabien of Thomas
The Child Health Conference
ton. age 49 years. Funeral services
( ARI) OF THANKS
new fire station.
Sunday from the late residence, 16
I wish to express my sincere which was scheduled at Owls Head
Capt. and Mrs. James Fa’reli
North Street, Thomaston, at 1 p. m. thanks to my friends and neighbors Grange Hall for June 16, has been
with Rev. John B. S. Fitzpatrick for the beautiful sunshine box and postponed to June 23.
Physicals were in Portland on Tuesday
GO RAMBLER!
officiating.
Interment will be in cards I received while I was a pa will be given and all shots offered. where they were accompanied by
Seaview Cemetery in Rockland.
tient at Sisters Hospital in Water Mothers
needing transportation Miss Bertha Smith who will visit
DREWETT'S GARAGE
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bridges
Bornheimer—At Portland. June ville.
may
call
Mrs. Vera Mathieson,
U. 8. ROUTE 1
WARREN
Mrs. Carl Fager,
10. Mrs. Bessie L. Bornheimer of
before going on to Saugus where
Mrs.
Gloria
Dyer
or
Mrs.
Peggy
58-tf
71*lt
Waldoboro, widow of Bert Born Thomaston.
she will attend graduation exer
Ilvonen.
heimer. age 78 years. Funeral serv
cises of the eighth grade of which
The Night Owls Extension group
ices were held Friday from the
CARD OF THANKS
her grandniece, Judy Stanley, is
Flanders Funeral Home in Waldo
I would like to extend thanks to met Monday night at the Ash among those graduating.
boro with Rev. Martin T. Storms friends and neighbors, the King’s Point home of Mrs. Philip Barnf.s
officiating.
Interment will be in Daughters of Warren, Eleanor with the topic, "Let’s Hav • a
Shuman Cemetery in Waldoboro.
being presented by Mrs.
Eaton, the “boys’’ of Hopkins Ga- Cookout
Wildes—-At Bangor. June 11. Mrs. rage for many kindnesses and gifts James Entwistle, foods leader, Martinsville
Christa be 1 Wildes of Rockland, age received during my illness.
and Mrs. Paul Kvorjak. assistant.
56 years.
Funeral services today’
Mrs. Kathryn Draper.
The menu included chicken and
For
at 2 p. ni. from the Headley Funeral
71-.lt beef kabobs cooked over chai'-:>al
Church Notices
Home in Vinalhaven with Elder
and lettuce salad. The business
Services at the Ridge Baptist
Gas Installation Floyd Young of the Church of Lat
Read The Courier-Gazette
session was presided over by Mrs. Church. Rev. Thurber R. Weller,
ter Day Saints officiating. Inter
Ba»nes, chairman, who distributed pastor, for June 14 are as follows;
ment will be in Bay View Ceme
Scotch
recipes
in
connection Sunday School at 9.30 a. m.;
tery. Vinalhaven.
with the study of Scotland this morning worship with sermon by
MILLER'S
Richardson — At East Warren,
Service
year. A special meeting will be the pastor at 10.30 a. m.; pot luck
June 11. Charles P. Richardson of
supper at 6 p. m. followed at 7
Rockland, husband of Edith Mills
GARAGE
Richardson, age 80 years. Funeral
o’clock by a Children’s Day pro
CALL
arrangements are being made with
gram by the Sunday School. There
The Best Place To
the Burpee Funeral Home.
w’ill be recitations and singing by
A. C. McLOON
LOBSTERS
Buy a
the nursery, kindergarten and
primary classes, also group sing
GOOD
USED
CAR
& CO.
Alive or Boiled
ing by the intermediate and junior
25-31
Rankin
Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE
classes. Each child will be pre
137-S-tf
TEL. LY 4-5024
KEAG RIVER BRIDGE
sented a potted seedling at the
32-tf
close of the service.
There will
Every Sunday 9 to 5
be no Bible study hour for the
next two weeks
the pastor will
RESERVATIONS:
That Generations
be on vacation. Choir rehearsal
CALL LYric 4-7463
will be held at the church on Wed
to Come may
South Thomaston Lions Club
nesday at 7 p. m.

BURPEE

Municipal Court
Donald N. Hewett, 37. of Coopers
Mills pleaded guilty before Judge
Christy Adams in Municipal Court
Thursday morning of speeding 50
miles an hour in a 40 mile zone on
Route 17 in Union. He was fined
$15 on the complaint lodged by
State Police. Hewett was stopped
June 9 by Trooper Arthur Wood.
Jr.
• • •

The office cf the Knox County
Chapter of Red Cross, which has
been on the second floor a‘_ 447
Mai l street for 30 years or more,
is to be moved. The new location,
according to the executive secre
tary, Mrs. Reita Holden of War
ren, will be in the second floor
quarters in the Odd Fel’ows Build
ing on School street occupied sev
eral years by Burdell’s Dress
Shop. The move will take place
July 1.

Coming Events
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1958 Lloyd Station Wagon
r.

1958 Saab 2 Door Sedan

& h.

1957 Oldsmobile 98 Holiday Cpe.
R. & H. . Full Power.

NOW

1C95.00
1695.00

$ 745.00
$1450.00

2795.00

$2475.00

1495.00

$ 975.00

1795.00

$1550.00

1575.00

$1350.00

1495.00

$1250.00

1695.00

$1395.00

Like New.

1957 Plymouth 4 Door V-8
H. & Def.

WAS

Light Green Finish.

Whitewalls.

1957 Chevrolet V-8 4 Door
H. & Def. Turquoise and Ivory.

1956 Ford Ranch Wagon
H. & D. . Dark Blue Finish, V-8, O-Drive.

1956 Chevrolet V-8 Std., 4 Dr. Sedan
2-Tone Maroon and Ivory. Whitewalls

1956 Ford Country Sedan, 9 Pass.
2-Tone Green. R. & F.M.

HAROLD C. RALPH,
Routes 1 and 32
OPEN 7 DAYS AND 7 NIGHTS.

Chevrolet
Waldoboro, Maine

COME ANY TIME, WE ABE ALWAYS
»n
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GRANGE NEWS OF KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTIES

Rockport Girl Scouts Win Curved Bars

MILK PRODUCERS TOLD FEDERAL

REGULATIONS IN LOWER N. E.
HAVE BROUGHT BETTER PRICES
The annual meeting of the local discussed the hay and silage crop
area of the New England Milk picture in th county at the pre
sent time.
Producers’ Association was held
Extension dairyman spoke on
in the White Oak Grange Hall
feeding forage and efficiencies re
Tuesday evening. President Mer
4-H Club Doings
lated to this subject. He said that
rill Payson presided.
By Henry Teague
are hurting him badly.
using 200,000 pounds of four per
By
Officers elected for 1959-60 were:
But. removal of all subsidies
Most of the material now appear
cent milk equivalent per man per
Shibles, 4-H Club Ament Merrill Payson, Warren.
presi
year as an economical goal to ing in poultry magazines brings would not bring the poultry farm
dent and Donald Hewett, Coopers
work for in the dairy farming, it little comfort to the poultryman. ei back to real prosperity. It would
Mills, secretary.
only requires about 14 cows pro- Somehow or other the real issues help, but not enough. Over the past
WALDOBORO
Harold
P.
Adams.
assistant
Nancy Pendleton, secretary of manager of the NEMPA said that ducing 14,000 pounds each as com- are often evaded and the so-called 10 years the production of broilers
Waldoboro Maine-iax 4-H Club, re stronger producer prices and more pared to 40 cows producing 5000 answers are vague and depressing, has increased a thousand fold. This
Assuming that there will still be has meant tremendous expansion
ports a barbecue for their meeting stable markets in the milkshed pounds each. In case of the low
on June 8. This will be the last have resulted from extension of er producing group, it requires eggs and poultry meat on the mar- of all facilities connected with the
meeting until fall.
Mrs. Frances federal regulation into the mar twice as much feed and three ket no matter what happens to broiler industry.
times as much labor and housin
those who are producing these prod-'
It has now been well-proved that
Olsen is the leader.
kets of southeastern Massachu
Happy Go Lucky 4-H Club will setts, Rhode Island and Connecti in caring for the cows as com ucts at the present time, the ques-this expansion has proved ruinous
pared to the high producing group ! tions arise as to how these com- to every segment of the industry,
hold a club tour and cookout on cut.
Also, in
the
lower producing ' modifies can again bring a fair re-> Is there any way to cut the indusTuesday. June 16. starting at the
The cooperative leader said that
group, it requires twice as much turn to the individuals who pick up try back to a point where there are
home of the leader, Bernard New- the Southeastern New England
feed and three times as much la the pieces. Will poultry and egg normal profits again?
In most
federal milk marketing order, ef
bert, at 2 p. m.
bor and housing in caring for the production become entangled in that states it is unlawful to attempt sui
Busy Hands 4-H Club led by Mrs. fective Jan. 1, and the Connecticut
cows as compared to the hign pro
Sara Robinson will meet at North order, which went into full opera ducing group. Al^o. in the ’ower ' web known as the government sup cide. If a person is unsuccessful
in his attempt, he may be punished.
Waldoboro store at 9.30 a. m. June tion on April 1. closed the last ma producing group, it requires twice ; port program.
Up to the present disaster, the On the other hand if he completes
16 for a tour of the projects carried jor markets of New England to as much feed and three times as
poultry men have shown a great the job. the law does not have much
the demoralizing effects of unregu
by the girls this year.
much labor and housing in caring
Happy Cookers of Waldoboro, led lated milk from outside. Account for the cows as compared to the deal of strength in their attitude to say about it.
Apparently any attempts at sui
by Mrs. Gerliude Hoffses, had a ing for all the fluid milk used in nigh producing group. Also, in against government control. But
In the picture are th<» girls in Rockport Girl Scout Lone Troop 1 who received the highest rank In*
cookout at their meeting last Tues these markets at the Class 1 price, the lower producing group half the these same poultrymen have now cide in the poultry industry have
day.
Norma Hoffses. secretary, has increased the Class 1 utiliza total feed is used by the cows for arrived at a situation similiar to some sort of cloak of legal im- Scouting, the Curve Bar awards, Monday night, along with Linda Aines, shown at right, who is the only
girl
in
the history of the troop with a service of 10 years. The others from left to right are: Brenda
tion
in
the
region
and
strengthen

munity.
It
is
called
free
enterprise
says, "We made fruit punch, we
maintenance for the high produc that of the drowning man who
Photo by Shear
cooked hot dogs, cheese bobs, pota ed the price tone of New England ing group. There is no profit in grasps at the proverbial straw. and we are supposed to prize that Erickson, Judy Grey and Linda Dennison.
Trapped on practically unsalable ; form of freedom. But the question
Sharon
Roberts.
Elizabeth
Grant,
toes, marshmallows and bananas." markets generally, Mr. Adams feed used for maintenance.
Among the awards presented at Grant. Gale Lane, Martha Drisko,
said. The Southeastern marketing
D.H.I.A. records indicate that farms’ losinS money every day in should be raised as to how far the court of honor of Rockport Brenda Hall. Laurie Jo Either, Martha
Drisko.
Brenda Hall,
The next meeting will be June 24
area covers the entire estate of dairymen in the low producing the week- (the bigger the Lock free enterprise should be allowed
at the home of the assistant leader,
Girl Scout Lone Troop 1 Monday Cheryl Merrifield. Kathy Ladd, Cheryl Merrifield, Kathy Dodge,
Rhode Island and the countries of
Certainly it could no lorigMrs. Edna Jameson.
group feed about the same total the greater the losses) these poul to ro
night at the Rockport Baptis Kathy Dodge, Sheila Dennison, Sheila Dennison and Nancy Wheel
Plymouth, Bristol and Barnstable
amount of grain for the year as trymen are ready to do about any ei be termed free enterprise for church Were Curve Bars to Brenda Suzanne Arthur. Carol Simonton, er.
Mary Little, secretary of Ama
in Massachusetts. The Connecti
hundreds
of
thousands
of
poultry
thing
to
save
their
farms.
Sports badges Went to Linda
the high producing group, but the
teur Housekeepers 4-H Club, re
Erickson, Judy Grey and Linda Kathy Phillips, Melody Keller,
cut order covers the entire state.
The problem has become too farmers.
Nancy Wheeler. Jean Sprague. Mi- Dennison. Kristen Larsen, Judy
high producing group feed about
ports a joint meeting with MaineDennison.
The NEMPA official said that
If we could legislate the industry
4800 pounds of grain per cow p^r complicated to be dismissed by the
A 10 year membershp pin also cheLle Whyte and Joyce Crockett. Grey. Brenda Erickson. Frances
iax Club to work on record and
figures for the first quarter of Th
While an back to its senses w’ould it be un- went to Linda Ames and five year
Hospitality badges, presented by Bradford, Sharon Roberts, Rosecheck sheens. Plans were discussed year indicate that operation of the year as compared to 1700 pounds term over production.
over supply of eggs and poultry constitutional? It is surely going numeials to Suanne Arthur. Rose Mrs. Doris Drisko, went to Mar- mary Barrows, Marjorie Hyssong,
for a club tour. The next meeting Southeastern New England order for the low producing group.
Another interesting factor is that meat has certainly ruined the mar to take more than kind words to mary Barrows, Frances Bradford, jorie Hyssong. Sharon Roberts and Rebecca St. Clair and Suzanne
will be on June 26 at 1 p. m. at the has raised the price to Boston pro
the low’ producing group with 40 ket, the real causes of the situation achieve a cutback and make it Judy Grey, Kathy Ladd and Mi - Rosemary
Barrows.
The Con Umberger.
Methodist Church vestry.
ducers significantly. In January
Brownies flying up included:
cow’s used to produce 200 090 goes back to the forces that have stick.
It looks as though a big died Roberts.
servation and Seamstress badges
the first month of full operation of
JEFFERSON
pounds of four per cent milk caused this over production. The buliwhip might be properly applied
six girto, in completing their were given to girls in the Busy Linda Anderson, Lois Jean BarRobert Umberger, farm forester, the order, sales out of the Boston equivalent and will use about 159 government has tried to solve the in certain places.
second class rank in dramatics. Bees and Wise Owls patrols by rows. Linda Colby. Susan Comp
will attend the meeting of the 4-H pool to that market increased by tons of hay equivalent (hay-si’age- problems of over production in sevWe know’ that temporary aid in presented a drama. They wie Mrs Una Ames, leader of the ton. Paula Goodridge. Thelma
Highlanders 4-H Club on June 16 fivs million pounds, he said. This pasture) as compared to 66 tons eral types of farming by acreage such forms as the buying of eggs Joyce Crockett. Melody Kt Her, troop.
Grey, Charlene James, Eileen
and will take the club on a tour in resulted in an increase of 10 cents fr r th( high producing groip.
! control with subsidies and loans. and fowl might give us relief for a Laurie Jo Fisher, Kathy Dodge,
Rosemary Barrows and Sharon Woodward. Jackie Miller, Ruth
a
hundredweight
in
the
Boston
the forest at 9 a. m.
Using common timothy, on land Everyone who can read knows that very short time, but w’e hope the Kathy Phillips and Sheila Denni- Roberts, who sold the largest Hatch and Kathy Thurston.
blended price. Additional sal 6 in
A special thank you badge was
number of Girl Scout cookies,
in goid fertility in central Ma.'r.e this has not been a solution at all. government comes up with a better son.
NORTH WARREN
the Southeastern New England
presented to Mrs. Una Ames, who
Receiving
second class
pins were presented gifts.
Kathy Wyllie, secretary of White market coupled with transfer of (Bangor-Gorham) the peak yii.ld sOjj Bank payments have actually method than has been used thus
Receiving perfect
attendance has headed the troop for several
Oak 4-H Club, reports that the club supplies from the Boston pool, cf digestible dry matter ner acre j encouraged many famers in the far in adjusting agricultural sur- were: Carolyn May. Susan Urnis reached about June 25 an J afte- South to go into the poultry busi pluses.
berger. Susan Colby, Elizabeth pins were: Rosemary Bai rows. years.
tour and picnic will be held on Sat raised the Boston blended price 17
tha* it declines to about 10
ness, generally on an integrated
There are indications that any -------------------------------—----------------------urday, June 27. Guests for the day cents a hundredweight in each of
cent by July 15. On the other hand basis.
help we may get will be “too little
will be the Bonnie Lassies 4-H the first three months, he pointed
Paulsen To Speak
total tonnage of hay or total dry
Grain sudsidies certainly increase and too late” for thousands of poul
Club of Coopers Mills led by Mrs. out. While there is not sufficient
matter per acre reaches a peak the price of poultry feed. So, wre try farmers. And, as this situa
Julia Duncan.
data on the Connecticut market
about July 5-15. Digestible diy must arrive at the conclusion that tion progresses, we are finding
To Vegetable Crop
under federal regulation, opera
VINALHAVEN
matter is a much better guide to these subsidies are at least part
there are real troubles developing
tions in this new marketing area
use as compared to total dry mat
4-H'ers Thursday
White Caps 4-H girls exhibited
of the cause for the poultry farm-j in allied segments of the industry,
will affect Boston and other New
ter. Also, the intake of th? earl
their work to the parents at a meet
er’s plight.
|
Many of us think that Joseph
I
England markets to a much more :
ier cut hay is greater due to its
ing in the Legion Hall recently.
Robert Paulsen, vegetable spe
As long as there was a reasonable j Fletcher of Wentworth, N. H.. was
limited extent, Mr. Adams indi
better palatability.
A business meeting was held by cated.
cialist from the Agricultural Extenyearly profit for the poultry farm on the right track with his selfForage
Suggested
the club with President Marianne
i sion Service in Orono, will be at
Mr. Adams reported that a hear- j
Cutting Dates er, he showed little interest in the help plan. He sounded the alarm in
Hint Strvies A4»lt»r, C.M. F.Co.
Roberts in charge.
| the 4-H meeting in White Oak
ing has already been held to con
subsidy plan. He has been just as plenty of time, but the industry
Alfalfa
and
Legumes
June
1-10
A program followed the meeting sider evidence on the need for
Grange Hall at North Warren on
irritated as any taxpayer over the did not heed. In fact there ds little
Common
orchard
grass
June
1-10
as follows: "How To Make An combining the Merrimac Valiev
Thursday, June 18, at 7.30 p. m.
huge amounts paid to a few farm evidence of a sound program being
Brome
grass
June
10-20
Apron”, Marianne Roberts; “4-H in
Mr. Paulsen will work w’ith the
.eting area with the Greater Common Timothy
ers, and he has been wont to grum developed at the present time. It
This is the season for outdoor !«v cup tarragon vinegar
June
15-25
Motto", read by Dolly Gray; “4-H Boston market. This proposal was
4-H members taking the vegetable,
ble some about the extra cost of seems to be a case of something cooking, mosquitoes, baseball and 1 tablespoon sugar
Climax
Timothy
June
20-20
Creed”, read by Carol Philbrook; made by producers in the Merri
crops, and entomology projects.
Essex Timothy
June 25-July 5 his feed. But now that his profits must be done, but what? I will barbecue Sauce. Here are several 2 cloves of garlic
history of our club by Dianne mack
Vegetable grading, insect identifi
Valley as a
result of
have
gone,
the
poultry
farmer
has
admit
that
I
feel
very
pessimistic
chicken
barbecue
sauce
recipes
I
1
teaspoon
paprika
2nd cutting legumes July 25-Aug. 5
Bruce.
cation. and weed identification will
changes taking place in their mar
finally
realized
that
these
subsidies
at
the
present
moment.
2
teaspoons
hickory
smoked
salt
2nd cutting grass
Aug. 5-20
j would like to share with you.
Refreshments were served.
be among the subjects taken up.
ket, Mr. Adams reported. He said
j
teaspoon black pepper
3rd cutting alfalfa
Oct. 1
1
My
Choice Barbecue Sauce
that 40 per cent of Merrimack
4-H members will be selected in
UNION
’*2 teaspon dry mustard
!
gust
27-29
at
Storrs,
Conn.
their
degrees.
' Valley
supplies are
currently
Knox-Lincoln Counties to attend the
2 cups water
*i cup butter
Mrs. Harriet Carroll, a member
The
home
economics
committee
There
will
be
a
mystery
ride
served from the Boston pool; and
Vi cup lemon juice and 1 teasspoon
Mix and heat the ingredients for State 4-H vegetable short course
of the Union Extension Association,
is buying standards for the officers June 18. Please meet at the hall
the closing of Hood’s Lawrence
grated lemon rind
the
sauce until the butter melts. at the University of Maine in Au
gave the Highway Safety program
staffs.
at 6 o’clock.
plant on July 1, with the accounts Grange Corner
!
1
tablespoon
sugar
I?>ip
each
half of the State of Maine gust, and should receive much
to the members of Sunnybake 4-H subsequently being served from
The Busy Bodies made plans for a
WARREN GRANGE
! 2 cloves of garlic, cut fine
;
broiler
into
the sauce and place on valuable help fiom Mr. Paulsen
Club at then meeting Monday.
■
■
dairy dinner.
the Boston pool will raise the
By
Nancy
Benner
,
1
teaspoon
salt
j
barbecue
rack,
skin side down. at this meeting.
A judging contest will be held amount of milk out of the Boston MEGUNTICOOK GRANGE
j MT. PLEASANT GRANGE
Grange Circle met at the hall 1 teaspoon paprika
Turn the bi oiler frequently, basting
at the next meeting on June 15 at pool to more than 50 per cent.
Megunticook Grange of Camden By Frances Tolnian
teaspoon black pepper
Tuesday afternoon and at 6 o'clock I
I each time with the barbecue sauce. 4-H'ers To Plan
2 p. m.
Under these circumstances, Mr.
At the meeting of Mt. Pleasant a pot luck supper was served. ; 1 tablespoon celery salt
Allow 45 to 60 minutes for barbeAnita Carroll and Carol Hardie Adams pointed out, there would will serve a public chicken supper
Saturday.
June
20.
from
5.30
to
7
Grange
June
1.
the
third
and
Grange meeting followed at which U cup bacon fat
, cuing.
will give demonstrations at this be little need or justification for
For Sheep Club
p. m.
Mix all ingredients for the sauce; ’
fourth degrees were conferred on we were pleasantly surprised by
meeting.
a separate pool in Merrimac Val
The members of the Megunticook Leona Gagne of Rockport.
The the visit of six members of Mt. ; heat thoroughly. Dip or soak State
“4-H Sheep” will be the topic of
ley.
Are you really in that much of
supper committee have decided on third degree was conferred by Mas Pleasant Grange.
1 of Maine broiler halves in the
the meeting Monday at the Simon
A new development would apply chicken as the main dish in order
a
hurry?
The
Maine
Highway
State Offers Egg
ter Kenneth Lane and the fourth
Place on the rack and turn
Four of our members attended | sauce
a snubber to the Class 1 price
Safety Committee reminds us that ton’s Coiner Community Hall at 8
to also co-operate with the effort degree by Past Master Earl Tol- Pomona at Weymouth Grange last and baste frequently.
foimu’a whch would establish an
other motorists are anxious to get p. m.
of promoting the increased con man.
Recipe Book
Wednesday. Three members are
MHd anU Tasty Barbecue Sauce
upper limit to the Class 1 price un
Plans will be discussed for a
somewhere, too. Let's make cer
sumption of that fine food at this
Visitors
were
present
from
War

invited to be guests officers at Mt.
CUp ch;cken fat
der the formula pricing system :n
tain that we take time enough to county 4-H Sheep Club; financing
A colorful 10 page brochure, en
time.
ren
and
Owls
Head
Granges.
Pleasant Grange Monday evening. ,, cup chopped or grated onion
u.-e in New England federal ma
be safe. Don't take unnecessary more sheep for club members and
The supper will be in charge of |■ A dairy supper was served before !
titled “Nine Easy Ways To Cook
We will serve our dairy supper j clove of garlic, finely cut
kers, Mr. Adams reported.
He
exhibiting sheep at the County 4-H
chances!
Eggs”, is now being offered by the
the home economics committee, (the meeting by the charirman of the
said that such a enubber ws.»
Saturday, June 13, at the hall from j teaspoon salt
Show at Union Fair.
Maine Department of Agriculture recommended by the Secretary of Hazel Joy, chairman. Jessie iBev- home economics committee, Gladys 5 to 7 o’clock.
Our best defense will be the
1 teaspoon paprika
to add impetus to the Maine table Agriculture in his recommended erage and Velma Harding, assisted Keller, with Evelyn Merrifield and
ability to survive an enemy attack
1 cup chicken broth or bouillon
Knowing the Civil Defense warn
egg producer’s “Eat More Eggs” decision based on a recent hear by Mabel St. Clair.
Miriam Oxton assisting.
Mix and heat ingredients together, and fight back. Write your local. ing signals may save your life.
A Flag Day program was present
campaign, William P. Charron, ing on the New York-New Jersey
For the program that night a dis
dip halves of State of Maine broil county or state Civil Defense Direc- Write your local CD Director for
Division of Markets chief said to order.
At that time, h.» said, ed following the business me-eting cussion was had on churning butter Thank You For
this vital information.
ers into sauce, place on rack over toi for survival information.
day.
of
Megunticook
Grange
Wednesday
by
several
members
and
Gladys
similar
provisions
would
be
charcoal fire. Turn the halves and
The “eat eggs” program is de recommended for the New Eng evening at the Grange Hall. There Keller explained what was required Inviting Me In
ba-ste with sauce frequently.
signed to help lessen an economic land federal orders. He gave un were tributes to the flag, and songs to put on the supper and to re
Brownie’* Chicken Barbecue Sauce
By Gene M. West
squeeze that has driven egg prices til May 15 for interested parties to and readings as follows:
ceive the $10 from the State
' 2 cups w ater
Home Demonstration Agent
Money-saving news for farmers
Opening song “Columbia the Gem j Grange.
well below the cost of production. file proposals. Joint action by the
“Mrs. Maine Housewife can do cooperatives in the milkshed had of the Ocean"; reading. “The Stars
Next Monday- evening. June 15, ^=^==a==s:
much to improve the serious sit this date extended to June 15, and and Stripes’’. Mis. Virginia Robin Guest Officers’ Night will be ob
7®. cWlfr
Have you taken care of wool!
uation that threatens the state’s started the New England Milkshed son; reading. ‘The Flag Goes By”. served. Henry Kontio will be pres clothes yet? Don’t wait! The big-!
uilAWAl
big $25,000,000 industry,” Charron Price Committee on
a
study Arthur Hills; reading, “Barbara ent to show’ slides on his trip to
gest cause of destruction from
develop
possible
alterna Frietchie”, Mrs. Rose LeBlanc.
Florida.
said, “if she will but serve more to
moths and other insects is due to
The closing thought was “A Toast
eggs to her family.”
tives to a Class 1 price ceiling,
Refreshments w’ill be served fol
leaving clothing dirty during the
to the Flag”.
Copies of the egg booklet, pre Mr. Adams said.
lowing the meeting and those not warm humid weather.
Clean or!
Bill
Downing,
fieldman
for
The hall was decorated with i solicited please bring sandwiches.
pared by the Poultry and Egg Na
have cleaned everything you will!
tional Board, may be obtained, NEMPA, spoke on the field work small fags placed in front of the OWLS HEAD GRANGE
not be using now that summer is!
without cost, by writing to the being done and compared various stations. During the business meet
n
here; then store them in air tight;
Maine Department of Agriculture, markets and their reaction to each ing it was voted to have the usual ! A meeting of Owls Head Grange
i other.
summer recess which will follow- [was held on June 9. It was pre garment bags. Some cleaners offer i
Augusta, he said.
ceded by a dairy supper put on by a free moth proofing service at this!
Jack White of White’s Creamery after the first meeting in July.
time of year—take advantage of it. I
He said
TILLER-CULTIVATOR
Slow down and Live, the life you discussed bulk tanks.
A circle supper preceded the the home economics committee and
Just because warm sunshine is
the lady officers.
that both producers and the com meeting.
save may be your own.
As is customary a money gift here and we are out more often I
Plenty of capacity for
pany seemed to feel the use of
Next Wednesday evening there
tilling or cultivating
bulk milk tanks and deliveries will be a dairy program and Fath was given to members of Owls does not mean we can afford to
heavy soils. Non-wind
We need good!
were advantageous in respect to ers’ Day will be recognized.
Head Grange who graduate from neglect our diet.
ing, self-sharpening
weight, butterfat and
bacteria
high school. This year there is only nutrition in summer as well as win-1
tines, guaranteed
ter. Vitamin C is one nutrient you!
counts as well as efficiency and O( EAN VIEW GRANGE
one member, John Willis.
against breakage!
By June Watts
ease of operation.
In the absence of the lecturer, need every day and you don’t get i
“Fastatch” tine
County Agent Gil Jaeger briefly
At the meeting of June 1. the first the literary program was pre- it from sunshine as some people |
assemblies <8%"
to 29") change
and second degreen were conferred sented by li ma Anderson. The lec- seem to think. There are. however,
in seconds.
on candidates Marjorie Banks and turer’s march was won by Frances several fruits and vegetibles in
Full working
plentiful supply right now that are
Morse.
Lewis Hatch.
visibility.
Examples of
Belated greetings to Gertrude
Guests were present from Bucks high in Vitamin C.
Ask us for a
Hupper on her May birthday.
SEA HORSES
Harbor, St. George. Pleasant Val some are strawberries, cantaloup,
demonst rat ion
om wwq
aao Kggs
obob Im
sbIsb^ma
in W
> ovomSf
, ,,u DF PF S O'.......... >
June 8. meeting was held in spe ley and Nobleboro Granges.
frozen lemonade concentrate, astoday!
Good Gulf is the ideal fuel for all gasolineRoly on Hubbard Farm
cial session. Third and fourth de
The next meeting will be held paragas, peppers and salad greens.
Now 3 hp!
burning tractors and for cars that don’t re
grees
were
conferred
on
Marjorie
June
23.
What
are
you
doing
with
chicken?
K-137 KIMBERCHICKS
BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
quire premium fuel. It’s quick to start, gives
We cannot afford not to use it for
47-fI Banks, Lewis Hatch and Sheldon ACORN GRANGE
Tlie Nation's Leading
fast-as-a-fox warmups, plus dependable
several
reasons.
It
is
a
good
pro

Patterson
Tw
’
enty-two
members
White Egg Producer.
By Irene Pipicello
were present. Harriet Tibbetts was
tein food, it is very economical, and!
workhorse power all year round. Get Good
At the last meeting we had a pot
ALSO OUR NEW
pianist for the evening.
our counties’ economic status de
100 Acre Farm, 2 barna. » room
luck supper with a plastic party
Gulf and get your work done better—at
An invitation has been extended
pends greatly on it. We have over
BROWN EGG CROSS
houfte. Situated on good road,
after the meeting.
lower cost!
for
us
to
attend
Mt.
Pleasant
the
last
two
years
included
several
|
I For Sustained Egg Production '
3 miles from Washington, lum
The lecturer’s march was won by
Grange on June 15 in observance of
recipes using this very versatile
At Lowest Cost per Doses Eggs. ’
Lester Simmons.
ber and plenty of wood, fine
Guest Officers’ Night.
Those at
food such as an Indian recipe called ■
Far Prleea or Information
FOR FAST, DEPENDABLE SERVICE CAU YOUR
Next meeting the Juvenile Grange I ^Tch’X'n
view and ideal chicken farm.
4
tending are asked to please take
an outdoor recipe
Write or Telephone
of Seven Tree in Union will confer
....___
Priced Right for Quick Sale.
GULF FARM DEALER
4
sweets for refreshment tabic.
called barbecue chicken for the •
Would take a reasonable mort
4
family, and several others. If you
MKKNAHGA GRANGE
or
CUSTOM
4
gage. If you are looking for a
would like any recipes using chick-'
At the meeting of Meenahga
4
RETREADING en write and request “Chicken
farm, and good country home,
Grange Monday night, plans were
4
Dishes”. Our address is Extension
lock thia over. 20 tona of good
Also IS" and 16"
made for a special meeting. June
DISTRIBUTOR
4
Office, Box 415. Rockland.
hay in barn. Rome farming
CARL B.
S HOUR SERVICE
15. for degree work. Mrs. Josephine
4
equipment, flue field*. HAROLD Geele will be the degree master.
WARREN
Fully GaaruteeO
ROCKLAND LY 4-4487 or SEARSPORT Kl 8-2505
—
«
B. KALER, Washington. Maine.
Keep Maine Green, Keip preWEST ROCKPORT, MAINE
The lecturer will attend the Lee-' BITIER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
lton-tfl
67-68A70-71
vent forest fires.
99462488-S-77
Furers’ Conference to be held Au-1

ELEANOR SPEAR

Roticttl

Gulf

Hubbard Farms

High
Production
Chicks

B■ * R I C *

Breezy Acre
Poultry Farms

means good gasoline!

Johnson

1 All

Maine Blueberry
Growers, Inc.

MARITIME Oil COMPANY
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the Wednesday evening meetings
are at 7.30.

Clmrcb l)rn«s
St. Bernard's Catholic Church,
Rockland.
Sunday
Hasses.
8
and 11 a. m. St. James' Catholic
Church. Thomaston. Sunday Mass.
9.30 a. m. Our Lady of Good Hope
Catholic Church, Camden. 8 and
9 30 a. m.
• • •

St. Peters Episcopal Church.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon. Obi. I. W..
Rector: Parish Mass and sermon
at 9.30.
Weekday Masses, Tues
day, Thursday, and Friday at 7.30;
on Wednesday at 6 a. m.
• - St. John tne Baptist Episcopal
Church, Thomaston: Holy Commu
nion every Sunday at 8 a. m., pre
ceded by morning prayer at 7.40
a. m. Sunday School every Sunday
at 10.30 a. m. except first Sunday
of the month. Morning Prayer and
Fanii,y Service first Sunday of each
month for parents and children. A
warm invitation is extended to
everyone to attend tnis service.
Communion breakfast at 9 a. m
each Sunday at the Knox Hotel.
* ♦ »
Services for the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. "Mor
mon Church", are held each Sun
day morning at 10.30 in the Grand
Army Hall in Rockland.
The
Priesthood meeting for the men is
held at 9 a. m. Sunday at the
Grand Army Hall.
The Relief
Society for the women is held Wed
nesday evening at 7.30. Everyone
is cordially invited to attend all
services and meetings.
- • •
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church will hold its worship serv
ice at 10.30. The members of the
Youth Fellowship will conduct the
service at which the Church
School will hold its annual gradu
ation exercises.
William Beale
will preside and lead the unison
prayer and the Lord's prayer,
present the offertory prayer and
offer the benediction.
Sandra
Sylvester will lead the Responsive
Reading. Bonny Billings will lead

•

the Affirmation of Faith and offer
the pastoral prayer. Sally Fowler
will read the morning scripture
lesson, and Carolyn Chatto will
present the junior sermon. Mil
dred Merrill, superintendent of
the Church School, will introduce
the graduation program.
Anne
Davis will present an organ pro
gram and the junior choir will
present two numbers.
The Boy Scouts will meet on
Monday night at 7 o’clock for their
weekly
program.
The
senior
ch-oir will rehearse on Thursday
evening at 7.30. C. Eugene DeGroff will direct.
A rummage
,
sale will be held on the 27th with
Harriet Trask serving as the
chairman.
• • •

•

•

At the Littlefield Memorial Bap
tist Church: Children’s Day will be
observed Sunday in the church. A
program will be presented at a
general assembly of the Church
School at 9.45 a.m. after which reg
ular classes will be held. The morn
ing service will be conducted by the
pastor at 11 o’clock. Several of the
children of the Church School w'ill
have a share in the service and w’ill
also provide music. The evening
service will be conducted by the
pastor at 7.15.
A "Request Ser
mon" will be given by the pastor.
Daily Vacation School will be in
session from 9 a. m. to 11.30 a. rn.
daily this week. Children from a£e
four thiough the Junior Department
are eligible to attend. There will
be Bible stories, study and hand
work. Prayer Hour is on Tuesday
at 7 p. m. followed by adult choir
rehearsal. The closing program of
the Vacation School will be held nt
the church on Friday evening nt
7 o'clock. Handwork will be dis
played and a program will be pre
sented by the children.
. . .

The Peoples Methodist Church of
South Thomaston will hold their
Church School at 10 o’clock and
the evening service at 7 o'clock.
Rev. Merle Conant will preach on
the theme "Fore Me to Live". All
At the Owls Head Baptist Church •
members of the parish are invit
Morning Worship. Sunday.
ed to the service.
* • ♦
a. m.; Chuich School. 10 a. m’.
Evening Service. 7 p. m.; Pray<e
"God the Preserver of Man"
the Lesson-Sermon to be read at and Bible Study, Thursday, 7.3C
Christian Science services Sunday p. m.
• • •
—is based upon the inspiring ex
periences of the patriarch Abra
At the Church of the Nazarene.
ham.
Rev. R. O. Johnston, pastor. The
Scriptural selections will include Sunday School meets at 9.45 a. mPaul’s statement to the Galatians and the morning worship is »at 1(3:7): “Know ye therefore that o’clock.
The sermon will be
they which are of faith, the same "Helps to Receiving the Word of
are the children of Abraham."
Truth."
The N.Y.P.S. meets at
The meaning for today of Ab- 6 p. m. and the evening service
i a ham's lifework will be em is at 7 o’clock. The sermon will
phasized in selections read from be. "Resting With Jesus.”
The
“Science and Health with Key to mid-week
i=>
p layer
meeting
the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Thursday night at
o'clock.
Eddy (579:12): "This patriarch
illustrated the purposes of Love
At the First Baptist Churchto create trust in good, and Children’s Day will be observed
showed the life-preserving power in the Church School hour at 9.3J
of spiritual understanding."
with a special program in the
The Golden Text is from Psalms church auditorium.
All depart'
(16:1): "Preserve me. O God: ments will meet in their regular
for in thee do I put my trust."
rooms first and then will go to
Sunday services and Sunday the auditorium where each depart'
School are both at 10.30 a. m. and me nt up through the Juniors will

<5$
<6.v> XT

*O

%
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7 good ways you can

STRENGTHEN
AMERICAS
PEACE POWER
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Citizenship Medals Awarded Two In Camden

MISS DORIS HTLER
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home

HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent
Telephone FR 2-6394

MRS

Church News
Services at the Tenants Harbor
Baptist Chui ch wiil be scheduled as
follows for the week of June 14:
Sunday:
Church School at 9.13
a. m Divine Worship at 10.30 a. m.
with seimon by the pastor. Rev.
Harold A Haskel!, on the theme,
"A True Christian". The choir will
sir.g "Upward. Guide My Feet" by
Martyns.
The BYF and Junior
Fellowship wil! meet at 6. p. m.
The Gospel Hour and song time at
7 p. m. There will be special music
and the pastor will speak on "Re
demption". Choir rehearsal in the
sanctuary at 8.15 p m.
Monday thiough Friday, the Va
cation Church School for all chil
dren and young folks in the commu
nity
Miss Caro! Knoll and Miss
Beth Ridley of the New England
Fellowship will direct the school.
A real opportunity* for enjoying
handcraft, singing, and lessons
from God’s Word. We will look for
you every day. The time will be
9 to 12 a. m Wednesday. 7 p. m.t
the Hour of Power Service. Bring
your Bibles and your friends to
this time of fellowship in prayer
and Bible study.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lamb have
as guests Mr. and Mrs. Myron '
Ki lsey and son Frederick of St
Petersburg Beach Fla. Mrs. Kel i
sey is manager of the Florida
Power Company. Leonard Thomp
son has also arrived from St.
Petersburg.
and
is
renewing
friendships with Warren High stu
dents.
He had attended the
school.
Willis Moody. Sr., entered Maine
Medical Center Thursday morn
ing for observation.
At the meeting of the NEMP As
sociation at the White Oak Grange
Hall. Merrill Payson was again
elected
president and
Dor. a Id
Hewett, secretary.
Speakers at
the meeting were William Down
ing of Mercer: Harold Adams.
New
England president:
Jack
White, owner of White's Cream
ery of Massachusetts;
Gilbert
Iaeger, and Ralph Corbett, judge
on the Green Pasture project,
from the Extension Division of the
University of Maine. A 7.39 sup
per was served by the ladies of
White Oak Grange.
Warren Grange will hold the
The Junior Good Citizenship Medals awarded by Lady Knox Chiupter, D.A.K. went to two students Dairy Supper at the Grange Hall
in the eighth grade at Camden during graduation ceremonies Thursdiny afternoon at tin* Congregational Saturday, from 5 to 7 o'clock.
West Rockport
Parish House. In the picture. Principal S. Vincent Davis presents the medal to Wayne Hansen, son of Mr.
Richaid Butler, who recently
MRS. MABEL HEALD
and Mrs. Fred Hansen. The other recipient. Nancy Burkett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Burkett. found the postal card mailed in
stands at right in the picture.
Correspondent
Photo bv Shear 1892 to Miss Annie Peabody, re
ceived a note from her daughter.
Arthur Upham has moved his
pi esent something of their work Teen Agers at 5.45 and will intro j of the ball game, it will be r
Mrs. Aletha Watts Gilman, asking
through the year. In the morn duce the theme for the summer cr.aed and broadcast later in tn« for the postal, which Mr. Butler house from Vinal Street to a lot
ing- worship service a,t 10.45 mus'? Bibli
study
by
speaking
on . evening.
has sent.
Mrs. Gilman and a which he recently purchased on
will be by the choir and the pas 'Formula for Christian Maturity". i Monday.
all
Vacation
Bible cousin are interested in finding if Route 90.
tor. Rev. Roy 1. Bohanan. will The Senior Ambassadors wiil be ; S'-hool workers are asked to meet the sender was known to them.
Ensign Alden Davis is a guest
take as his sermon subject. “Two gin theii summer schedule by at 2 p. m. in the church vestry
At the Warren Grange June 16 of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Kinds and Two Destinies", and netting after the evening service j Loy Scout Troop 204 will meet in meeting.
Father’s Day and a Davis. He returned wiith them fol
for
his children’s
sermonette, a' f.15 and will have a musical , the Annex at 7. and Explore CARE program will be presented lowing his graduation from the
“Why the Children Came." Th< pio.’.ram.
The evening service ' Pioneer Girls who are going on by Mrs. Doris Jenkins, lecturer. U S Naval Academy which they at
church nursery will provide care will open at 7 with, the singspiia i the camping trip are to meet at
A Flag Day program was ob tended.
for
small children during the te ii and will be broadcast at 7.30 i 7 in the room behind the Book served by E. A. Starrett Auxiliarv
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Andrews and
morning service. The Youth Choir ever WRKD. The message by the ! Store.
In the Golden Hour of Wednesday. Readings were given five sons of Coventry. Conn., re
will rehearse at 5 and will sing in pastor will be on “A Haid Bai i Prayer and Praise on Tuesday a‘ by Mrs. Lucy Stimpson. Mrs. turned to their home Wednesday
the evening service. Richard Von gall.." Radio listeners are asked j 7.30 Rev. Mr. Bohanan will give Luella Crockett. Mrs. Clara Le - following a brief visit with Mr. An
Dohlen. youth direc.toi for the to note that if the broadcast is not a Bible study on "What We Be mond, Mrs. Doris Jenkins and drews' mother, Mrs. Mary An
summer, will meet with the Early hi ard at the usual time because ' lieve About the Trinity." Wed- Mrs.
Christine
Buzzell.
The drews.
' nesday. Boys Stockade and Bat Auxiliary will hold a June 24
School children, some accom
i talion groups will meet at 7 and meeting after which they will re panied by their mothers, have been
cess
for
the
summer.
Two
hun

the choir will rehearse at
Ex
attending the picnics of their vari
plorer Pioneer Girls will leave fo dred and ninety one flags were ous classes the past week.
placed
on
veterans'
graves
at
Me

their camping trip Thursday af
Richard Salminen. Walden Chand
ternoon. The prayer hour will br morial Day time. The Auxiliary ler and Joanne Morton were mem
held in the vestry on Saturday at was pleased to accept the piano
bers of the graduationg class of
, from the Warren Women's Club
7.30.
Rockport High School from this
• • •
1 Ivy Chapter. OES. has sched
community. Richard has been ac
At the Congregational Church. uled the following activities: Jun
cepted for entrance at Farmington
Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor, 39. they are sponsoring a tea at State Teachers' College in the fall.
morning worship will be at 10.40, Old Stone, West Warren, from 2
with Mrs. Howard Rollins at the to 4 p. m. June 16. they will hold
a supper for members and friends WASHINGTON
console and Mrs. Albert E. Macat Old Stone, those attending will
Phail, Sr., as soloist. The pastor’s
The fathers interested in organh
take
own
lunch and
dishes.
topic will be "The Gift of the
Events coming are for officers. ing a Scout troop in the town ar
Morning Star." The Senior Ma June 12 at Seanemont. June 22 at invited to attend a meeting at th
trons will arrange the flowers. A Union. June 26 at Rockland. June home of Edward Ludwig at Wasl
cordial invitation is extended to all 22 will be the School of Instruc ington Mills, Tuesday evening
to worship with us.
tion with Harbor Light Chapter at June 16. at 7.30. The District Scot
Leaving Sunday for a week at Ro- kport with the meeting open manager. William Lockwood <
Pilgrim Lodge. West Gardiner, on ing at 10 a. m. and luncheon Wiscasset, will be present to cot
Lake Cobbosseecontee, where they served at noon. June 18. Worthy duct the meeting. Movies will b
C»
and
light
refreshment
will attend Manitou I will be six Matror Mrs. Beatty is calling an shown
youths from the Rockland Con officers rehearsal at 7 p. m. June served. This project will be spot
gregational Church: Kenneth Allen 19. at the stated meeting of Ivy sored by the VFW who offer th
Charles Bicknell III, Ruth-Anr Chapter. Obligation Night, will be use of their hall for Boy Scot
Jackson. William Karl. Charles observed. Dr. Moss of Thomas meetings.
Monteith. Jr., and Gary Winchen ton will show colored slides.
Lady Lions will meet Tuesday will he from 9 to 11.30 a. m. Th«
baugh. The Rev. J. Stanley Stev
ens of Bangor is the Dean for this with Mrs. Marion Wyllie. Assist theme this year is "God". Mrs.
ing will be Mrs. Nancy Barrett Robert Wotton will be in charge
conference.
and Mrs. Evelyn Payson.
The of the Kindergarten group, her
The Board of Trustees of the
'adies will make plans for their topic, "God's Plan for Happy
Congregational Church will meet
outing meeting, as this wili be the
Mrs. Richard Butler
on Wednesday at 7 p. m.. in Dr. ' ist meeting before the summer Homes";
will be in charge of the Primary
Robert Allen’s office, Medical recess.
group, with her topic. "Learning
Arts Building.
Mrs. Roland Starrett and Susan More About God"; Mrs. Harry
• • •
spent the weekend with Mr. Star- Stred. Jr., and Mrs. Carl Erick
This Sunday at the Universalist ett at Four Pond Camps. Range son will have the Juniors, theme.
Church will bring public announce ly.
"Worshiping God”;
and
Rev.
ment of the results of this week’s
Church News
Sterling Helmer, the Junior High
intensive Canvass for the Build
Baptist Church: Morning wor Group, theme. "Quest for God"
ing Fund. The service of worship ship service. 10 a. m.; Church
Second Congregational Church:
is held at 11 a. m. Rev. William School. 11.10 a. m.: evening serv Chuich School, 9.50 a. m.; morn
J. Robbins will preach on the topic ice. 7 p. m. Warren Lodge of Odd ing worship service, 10.30 a. m
and
Mystic Rebekah A. Dean Lundstrom has selected
"When the Generations Meet." Fellows
j**™
Special music will be provided by Lodge will attend this service. fee hi- sermon topic. "Peace-Be
The Senior Choir will
the choir under the leadership of Youth Fellowship will have their Still. '
Mrs. Lucy Low and Mrs. Ruth ^un Night Saturday evening. June sing. Sunday. June 21. the men
£
Dalton, organist.
Robert Stack- X). with Howard Wiley and Helene will take part in a special Fath
Howard, committee.
The mid er's Day program. Sunday, June
pole of Thomaston will assist as
week prayer service will be Wed 28. in the afternoon, the Sunday
soloist.
In observance of Chil
nesday evening at the church School will have a concert wlih
dren’s Day there will be a service
Daily Vacation Bible School will the Bihles and pins awarded be
for the christening and dedication wgin Monday morning. The hours fore the summer recess.
of little ones.
A warm welcome is extended to
all persons in the community to
share in the life and worship of
BID NOTICE
the Universalist Church.

z
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WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Main Street, Waldoboro
Tel. TEmple 2-9261

Pick the size
hat fits your budget best —>

!very time you buy one of these Savings Bonds
ou do two things. You become a partner in
ie job of strengthening America’s Peace Power,
lecause peace costs money. And you build
ivings for the future. Now that Series E Bonds
ike only 8 years and 11 months to mature,
ou can reach your savings goal quicker. Injrest is higher, too — 3%% at maturity. With
tie best security your investment can have —
oth principal and interest guaranteed by the
overnment Start buying a few extra!

BUY U. S. SAVINGS BONDS
I dam art jar jar

Tenants Harbor

WARREN

adpartisiag. Tht Trttwy Department thanhe. far their patriotic donation. The Adotrtiont Cone*

William H. Brooks. Jr., in con
fined to his home on School street
by illness.
Mrs. Laura Genthner and M:s.
Virginia Abbotoni were in Augusta
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot E. Dow
Main street, are entertaining Mrs
Gerry Cooper of Los Ange'ej.
Calif., and Mrs. Ernest Loane of
Little Rock, N. J.
Miss Carrie Stahl of Portland
is visiting her brother, Joseph J.
Stahl.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Genth
ner and Mrs. Herman Castner
were in Waterville Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross are
in
Farmington
attending
the
graduation of their granddaugh
ter. Sharon Bragg.
Miss Bragg
wiil return home with them.
Mrs. Alice Comeau of Folcroft.
Pa., and Miss Marion Morse of
Newburgh. N. Y., are in town
called by the death of their fath
er. Charles M. Morse.
A piano recital will be given
Saturday afternoon at 3 p. m. at
the home of Mrs. Katherine Dow.
Main street, by her pupils.

The Rural Cemetery Associa
tion will meet at 8 p. m. June 22
i at the Municipal Building.

The Selectmen of Rockport will receive Sealed Bids
through Jane 30, 1959 on the following parrels of Tax Acquired
Property:
Parrel No. 1. Lot No. 12 Map No. 5 Approximately 1% acres
of land bark of Camden Damp.
Parrel No. 2. I-ot No. 24 Map No. 20 Approximately 45 acres
of land at Camden line near Hope street.
Parrel No. 3. Lot No. KM Map No. 21 Approximately 25 acres
of land in rear of Park street.
Parrel No. 4. Ixrt No. 90 Map No. 22 Approximately 1% acres
of land off Meadow street.
Parrel No. 5. Lot No. 47 Map No. 22 Approximately 2% acres
of land on Porter street.

Parrel No. 6. Ix»l No. 45A Map No. 23 Approximately % acre
of land on Porter street.
Parrel No. 7. Lot No. 47 Map No. 24 Approximately 02 acres
of land on Ragged Mountain.
Parrel No. 8. Lot No. 54 Map No. 24 Approximately 16 acres
of land on Ragged Mountain.
Parrel No. 9. Lot No. 56 Map No. 24 Approximately 57 acres
of land on Ragged Mountain.
Parcel No. 10. Lot No. SO Map No. 24 Approximately 00 acres
of land on Ragged Mountain.

Parrel No. II. Lot No. 52 Map No. 24 Approximately 13 acres
of land off Park street.
Parrel No. 12. Lot No. 24
Franklin street.

Map No. 1

Parcel No. 13. Lot No. 33
IJ merock street.

Map No. 4

Lot and

Parrel No. 14. Lot No. 11
Pleasant street

Map No. 8

lot aad

Lot aad Buildings on

For farther information contact the Rockport Town Ogle*.
AU bids to be for rash sale. The Selectmen reserve the right
to reject any or all bids.
n-g-77
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

D.A.R Presents Medals To Rockport Students

THOMASTON
News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. MAXINE MAHONEY. 65 MAIN STREET, TEL. FL 4-6144
Girls will leav«» by car at 2 p. m.
from leader Mrs. Shirley Adams’
home.
Ifemey’s Diner has new hours
starting Monday.
They will be
open from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. Mon
ful bouquets were arranged by Mr. day through Saturday.
Egerton. Prizes for flower games
Church News
were awarded to Miss Hilda
Mass will be celebrated at 9.30
George and Mrs. Edward Dornan. a. m. Sunday at St. James Catho
Miniature flower arrangements lic Church.
were brought by members as a
Morning prayer will be at 7.40
club project. Mrs, Edward Dor a m. Sunday followed by Holy
nan received the largest number Communion at 8 at St. John'<?
of votes for an entry of tiny wood Episcopal Church. Sunday School
flowers on a bark and moss base. at 10.30.
Many superb entries were submit
Sunday School will convene at
ted. The dining room table was of 9.45 a. m. Sunday at the Baptist
lovely heirloom silver and blue Church followed by Children’s Day
lupin and bridal wreath. Pourers being observed at 11 with boys and
were Mrs. Marie Singer and Mrs. girls in each Sunday School class
Leila Smalley. Mrs. W. B D. taking part in the program. BYF
Gray served with Mrs. James Mc- Group will have as guest speaker
Camant, Mrs. Charles Stenger and Miss Irene McCarty at 6 p. m.
Mrs. Guy Brackett chairman. Daily Vacation Bible School will
Flowers were taken to the library start Monday through Friday from
in May by Miss Rita Smith. Mrs. 9 a. m. to 12 noon. Miss Irene
Marita Hawley and Mrs. Guy Ler- McCarty will be the leader. Thurs
mond. In June the flowers will be day. prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
supplied by Mrs. Ruth Rockwell.
Sunday School will begin at 10
Mrs. William Allen. Mrs. Guy o'clock Sunday at the Assembly of
Brackett and Miss Rita Smith
God Church followed by worship
Mrs. Isaac McCaslin. Miss Rob service at 11 with Rev. Calvin
erta McCaslin of Brunswick and Rogers bringing the message. The
Pvt. 1/c Nancy McCaslin of Gov CA Young People’s Group will
ernor’s Island. N. Y.. were here to meet at the church at 6 p. m. fol
attend the graduation exercises of lowed by evening service at 7.
Tuesday, prayer service. 7.30 p. m.
Miss Joan Monroe recently.
Children’s Day will be observed
Girl Scout leaders have planned
a Court of Awards to be held at at 11 a. m. Sunday at the Feder
7.30 p. m. June 18 at the Federated ated Church with Sunday School
Church. There will be a rehearsal children taking part in the pro
Tuesday, the Friendly
at 2.30 p. m. Tuesday at the gram.
Circle annual noon picnic will be
church for all troops.
Mrs. Kenneth Hoyt of Danvers. held at the home of Mrs. Ruth '
Thursday, the Girl :
Mass., is a guest of her parents. Rockwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Williams and Scouts Court of Awards at 7.30 I
attended the graduation of her p. m.
A noon picnic will be held Sun- '
brother Robert.
Rev. John Morrison attended the day on the church lawn at the
meeting of the committee on Min Holy Trinity Lutheran Church. A
isterial Standing of the Congrega devotional service will follow’ with
tional Christian Conference Thurs Antti Lespisto as guest speaker.

The Thomaston Garden Club had
a most successful Guest Day Tea
Thursday at the home of John
Egerton with 40 members and
guests attend ng.
Purple lilacs,
red tulips, and many other beauti

day in Lewiston.
Mrs. Florence Gardiner attended
the 50th reunion of her class at
Bates College in Lewiston.
Jay Lombardi of New York City
has returned after being a guest
of John Egerton and Harold Goss.
* There will be a meeting at 7
p. m. for Senior Parents of the
Class of 1960 Monday at the fire
station. A silent auction will fol
low the meeting.
Girl Scout Troops 9 and 10 with
leaders Mrs. Eleanor Chapman
and Mrs. Mildred Betts, toured
Montpelier Thursday.
Mrs. Edison Sprague and chil
dren of Staffordville. N. J. are vis
iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Pearlie Hall.
Brownie Troop 11 will appear on
the television program. Fun House.
Wednesday at 5 p. m. in Portland.

Camden Theatre
FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
JINE 12-13-14

Errol

Flynn
AND

Juliette Greco
In

"THE ROOTS OF HEAVEN"
Color
70-71

DIAL LYric 4-5141

KNOX

Cushing
LAWRESTON C. CRETE
Correspondent
Telephone FL 4-2293

MRS. BESSIE L. BORXEHEIMER

'Vi

Two students, who will become freshmen at Rockport High School in September, received the Junior
Good Citizenship Medals from the Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., Thursday afternoon at the high school.
In the picture, the teacher of the eighth grade, Mrs Mari’yn Barter, pns the medal on Neil Welt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Welt, while the other winner, Susan Ward, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orel Ward,
looks on.
Photo by Shear

ROCKPORT
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent

Telephone CEdar 6-3592
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller were
guests Monday evening of Mrs.
Adelaide Pettegrove and son Brad
ley.
Mrs. Blanche Carver. Mrs. Ella
Russell and Mrs. Evelyn Crockett
were visitors Thursday of Mrs.
Flora Bryant of Camden.
There will be a stated communi
cation of St. Paul’s Lodge in Rock
port Monday, June 15. A degree
team from the Camden Commandery «in full uniform will exemplify
work in the Master Mason degree.
Twenty-five year medals will be
awarded to Charles Lane, Jr.,
Elmer Keller and Harvery Simon
ton.
Trytohelp Club will meet Monday
evening at the home of Miss Hazel
Wall.
Johnson Society met Wednesday
at the home of Miss Marion Weid
man. Members wo ked on a quilt.
Jolly Jokers met Tuesday at the
home of Mrs. Mildred Easton on
Mechanic Street. The birthday of
Mrs. Helena Kenney was observed
with a decorated cake and gift.
Candy bar party favors were used.
Those present were Mrs. Blanche
Wentworth. Miss Marion Upham.
Mrs. Dorothy Young and the guest
of honor.
Mrs. Ella Russell returned to her
home in Rockland after spending a
few days as a guest of Mr. and
Mis. Charles Carver.
Rockport Thimble Club will meet

bert Crockett.
Miss Hazel Wall and Mrs. Eliza
beth Shyne were luncheon guests
Tuesday of Miss Marion Weidman
at the Lobster Pound at Lincoln
ville Beach.
Ray Watts and son Dwight of
Rockland were recent callers of his
mother, Mrs. Vinie Johnson, Com
mercial Street.
After the graduation exercises
the members of the senior class and
guests met at the home of Mr. and
Mis. Warren Ulmer in Simonton’s
Corner
for
refreshments after
which the students all went to
Georges Lake for a hot dog roast.
Those attending were: Charles
Crockett, Donald Starr, Richard
Turner. Richard Salminen. Clement
Farnham. Maynard Graffam. Jr..
Robert Greene. Walden Chandler,
Fred Morine of Union. Gary Simon
ton of Simonton’s Corner. Robert
Welch of Rockland. Peter Yoder of
New York. Judith Young. Gail May,
Janice Small, Joanne Morton, Vir
ginia Ulmer, Rowena Twitchell,
Barbara Rhodes, Norma Heath.
Dorothy Ulmer and Nancy Young

Mrs. Evelyn Jones of Driftwood
Inn has purchased the recently
constructed Yankee Peddler Cafe
teria in Rockland.
Mrs. Ruth
Aiken, also of Driftwood Inn, is !
also employed there.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Com
UNION
stock recently arrived from Need
MRS. FLORENCE CAI.DERWOOI'
ham. Mass., to spend the summer
Correspondent
at their home on Stone’s Pont
Tel. STate 5-2333
The Cushing Consolidated School
closed for the summer vacation on
Thursday. June 11.
The pupils of Patricia Magee
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wyeth and
! will present a music recital Mon
sons. Micky and Jamie, recently ar
day, June 15. at 7.30 p. m. at the
rived from Chadds Ford, Penna.
i Methodist Church in Union.
Two people from Cushing gradua
Those taking part will be:
ted from neighboring high schools.
Piano, Leona Anderson, Ronald
Miss Lariaine Stone, daughter of
Bennett, Judy Beverage, Bonnie
Albert
Stone.
graduated
from
Brown. Peggy Brown. Pamela
Thomaston High School as first
Gould. Carol Hardie. Mary Harhonor essayist. Karl Crute. son of Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Her die. Karen Lonn, Paul Payson,
Mr. and Mis. Donald Crute, grad
Lynne Pease, Bonnie Rich. San
dra Savage, Joseph Wentworth.
uated from Waldoboro High School.
Accordion. Hartley Beverage. The
Mrs. Evelyn Wotton and daugh
' public is invited to attend.
ters. Verna and Martha Jean, left
Friday for Kentucky where they
' American Legion Auxiliary w’.l
will meet Mrs. Wotton’s other
meet for a picnic supper Tuesday
daughter, Lurree.
’ with Lilia Morton at her cottage.
■ Each member to bring own lunch.
Coffee will be furnished.
Equip yourself with patience and
Children Under 12 FREE
perserverance and you’re well on
Bethel Rebekah Ldoge will hold
SHOW STIRTS AT DI SK
the road to success.
■ a regular meeting Monday eveSUN. - MON. - TUES.
i ning.
Mrs. Charlene Harris and three
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL “rewnh
children of Franklin, Mass., are
II,’EsmER
e JEFF
guests for two weeks of Mr. and
Williams. Chandler
NOW THRU TUESDAY
I Mrs. Charles Hanley.
Alumni tickets for the banquet
Matinee Saturday-Sunday
|
Wiwp in
Saturday (tonight) may be pir! chased at the door as sealing
COLOR
i capacity is still available. Ban
ROSSANA WDESTA^L
quet to be served at 6.30 p. m.
FANNIE HURST S
Seven Tree Grange Circb picnic
AND
dinner will be held Tuesday at
12 30 p. m. with Mrs. Gladys CunM G-M presents
A sGl C. SIEGEL Production
| ningham.
starring
Patricia Magee’s piano pupils
DANNY KAYE
will present a musical recital Mon
day at 7 30 p m. at the Methodist
MERRY ANDREW
Church.
co-Starrmg PIER ANGELI

a universai international picture

"Damn Yankees”
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

Sunday Continuous from 3.00

WXNiAHDi IAtSItT TWUUI

Daily: Mat. 1.30; Eve. 6.45-8.45

Open Meeting Held

finemaScope and METPCCOL0R

ENDS SATURDAY NITE
Dial 1.1 ric 4-7266

and

"HARRY BLACK AND

THE TIGER"

Miss I-abel Abbott. Community
Achievement Contest chairman,
spoke briefly at the open meeting
held
Tuesday evening at the
Thompson Memorial building. She
explained that the Women’s Com
munity Club has entered the 195859 Achievement Contest and has
voted all contest money, should
there be any. over to the Commun-

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
The Wesleyan Guild of the Metho
dist Church will hold their regular
meeting on Tuesday evennig. June
16. following the parish supper at
6 o'clock. All members are urged
to be present. Mite boxes will be
brought in at this time.
The annual luncheon meeting of
the Camden Garden Club will be
held at 1 o’clock Tuesday. June 16.
at Portlaw Inn. Members may call
Miss Bessie L. Bowers for lunch
eon reservations.
The Women’s Fellowship of the
First Congregational Church will
serve a special supper called “The
Jorim Platter’’ in the Parish House
on Monday, June 15. at 6.30 p. m.
Following suppei Rev. E. Roy Burchell will lecture and show pictures
of his recent trip to the Holy Land.
Miss Julia Spear was honored at
a surprise pre-bridal shower at the
home of Mrs. Orman Goodwin Wed
nesday night with Miss Sandra
Goodwin as the hostess. The gifts
were presented under a decorated
umbrella.
Invited guests were:
Mrs. Forrest Spear. Mrs. Manasseh Spear. Mrs. Irving Payne, Mrs.
William Rose, Miss Nellie Payson.
Miss Gertrude Robbins. Miss Janan
Babb. Mrs. Charles Babb. Miss
Mary Thomas,
Mrs.
Clarence
Thomas, Miss Penny Cornell. Mrs.
Frank Cornell, Mrs. Albeit Rhodes,
Mrs. Raymond Billings. Mrs. Bur
ton Stevenson. Mi s Bertha Payson
and Mis. Orman Goodwin.

lty Council. Waiter Rich present! ed a set of by-laws, which was aci cepted.
Should a Council be
I formed, it will be called the UnLn
Community Council.
Rev.

Everett

Riswell

of

New

Harbor, who is connected with
. recreational programs, gave ad
vise on starting a recreational
i project for young people.
| Several of the town's organiza‘ tiors have voted to support a
: Council. Organizations represent! ed at the meeting were Bethel R •bekah Lodge., Pioneer Grang?,
American Legion and Auxiliary.
•Chamber of Commerce, Women’s
Community Club and Rev. Walter
. Brown, representing the Metho1' dist Church.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Ever Wish You Could
REALLY Dance???
Why Not Sign I'p For
Summer (’lasses At the

Dance

Workshop

Held Every Wednesday
At Leaion Home
All Types of

Ballroom Dancing Taught.
Register Now By C’alPng
MRS. MARY ANN CAREY
I.Y 4-4903

71 lt

DANCING TONIGHT

The word spread like gunfire . . .

“HE’S BACK IN LAREDO!”
r-

Stock Car & Bomber Races

C0LGM8I4 PiCTUPfs

-T’-r

UNME'N

56-S-tf

RECORD
HOP
Tuesday - 7 to 10 P. M.

2.30 P. M.

Sponsored by Weymouth Grange
AT THEIR HALL
Benefit THS Clan* 1960
Donation 35e

UNITY RACEWAY
WMW-JANA CWI - WAITER COY
ALSO (O-FEATI KK

LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA
Lloyd KufiH'll and His Orchestra
Early Bird Price 'Till 9 00

TOMORROW & EVERY SUNDAY!

From

GRAND

------

OPENING

• • • •<:

3 JACK HAWKINS
J GIASCALA
Tte Two-Headed
a mm ma nraouci

1

i?

a cornea* ncruK

Every Monday

FOR THE 11 th SEASON

NEW CARS AND DRIVERS...
OLD FAVORITES

PUBLIC PARTY
LEGION HOME
MAVERICK STREET

NEW NO. 1 TURN . . . MORE ACTION . . . THRILLS

TIME: 7.30 to 10.30

ENOS SATURDAY 2.00 - 6.45 - 8.45

“The Young Land” also "City of Fear”
DAILY MATINEES NOW THRU SUMMER

BITUAKY
When making out your w’ill re
member your church and you)
hospital.

LANATURNER
/micaddn
JOHN GAVIN
SANDRA DEE-DAN OHERUH? ofjife _____
MHHBJIII • MM MOORE MIO MM I t
EARL GRANT!

grandchildren and 20 great grand From the stern Atlantic’s rugged
children.
coast

No Advance In Prices . .. Kiddies Free!
71 •]»

^FBEE BUS from Wood', Tori'
Stead at 7 o'clock
from the party.

Mrs. Bessie L. Bornheimer, 78.
of Waldoboro. widow of Bert
Bornheimer, died Wednesday in
Portland.
Mrs. Bornheimer. who had re
sided in Portland seven years, was
a member of the National and
State Granges. Maple Grange
of North Waldoboro and the North
Pownal Community Church.
She was born at Lakeville,
Mass.. July 3. 1880, the daughter
of James and Drucilla Cummings
Dean.
Surviving are three daughters,
Mrs. Alonzo Lane of South Port
land. Mrs. Fred Etter of Portland
and Miss Drucilla Bornheimer,
also of Portland: three sons. Ver
non M. Bornheimer of North Yarmonth, James W. Bornheimer of
Scarboro and Millard G. Born
heimer of Yarmouth: 15 grand
children and five great grandchil
dren.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 2 p. m. from the Fland
ers Funeral Home in Waldoboro
with Rev. Martin T. Storms of Yar
mouth officiating.
Interment will be in Shuman
Cemetery in Waldoboro.

Funeral services will be held Sun To the Pacific’s golden strand:
day at 1 o’clock at the Burpee Fun From the northern tip of Canada
eral Home, with Rev. Charles R. To the sunny Rio Grande:
teith officiating. Interment will be j With caution, care and common
i
sense
in the Glen Cove Cemetery.
| And courtesy . . . let’s give
MS. FLORENCE M. ALLEN
i Our full support to this campaign.
Mrs. Florence M. Allen, 75. of .Join up! Slow Down and Live!
Hope, died Wednesday at her resi
| LEGAL NOTICE
dence.
Mrs. Allen had lived at Hope and PROBATE NOTICES
Lincolnville all her life. She was STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in either
born at Hope. September 4. 1883.
the daughter of George and Sarah of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
Pease Athearn.
land. in and for the County of Knox,
She was a 50 year member of
, on the nineteenth day of May, in the
Hope Grange.
j year of our Lord one thousand nine
Survivors include two stepsons. hundred and fifty-nine, and by adBasil Allen and Ray Allen; a step I journment from day to day from
daughter, Mrs. Doris Wyman, all ' the nineteenth day of said May,
of Belfast; and a brother, Loring The following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
Athearn of Hope.
Funeral services will be held Sat hereinafter indicated it is hereby
urday (today) at 2 p. m. from the ORDERED:
That notice be given to all per
Laite Funeral Home in Camden,
sons interested, by causing a copy
with Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., of this order to be published three
officiating.
weens successively in The CourierInterment will be in the Upper Gazette. a newspaper published at
Cemetery at Lincolnville.
Rockland, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to
i be held at said Rockland on the
NELSON AVARD SABIEN
Nelson Avard Sabien. 49, of Thom sixteenth day of June. A. D. 1959.
aston, died in Rockland Friday, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon if they see cause.
after a long illness.

He was born at Frankfort. De
cember 4. 1909. the son of Leander
and Gertrude Allen Sabien.
Mr. Sabien was employed as a
first class repairman at the Dragon
Cement Company in Thomaston un
til the time of his illness. He was
a
member of Aurora Lodge.
AFA&M, of Rockland, and Williams-Brazier Post. American Le
gion. of Thomaston. He held the
rank of sergeant in the Army dur
ing World War II.
Surviving besides his widow. Cora
E. Sabien of Thomaston, are his
mother. Mrs. Gertrude Sabien. of
Rockland: two sons. Avard Sabien
and Nelson Sabien. both of Rock
land; a daughter, Mrs. Marlene
Blouin of Thomaston; and two
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Sun
day at 1 p. m. fiom the late resi
dence. 16 North Street, Thomaston,
with Rev. John B. S. Fitzpatrick
officiating.
Interment will be in Seaview
!
Cemetery in Rockland.

CLAUDE H. LeROUX. late of
St. George, deceased.
Will and
Petition for Probate thereof ask
ing that said Will may be proved
and allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Helen B. LeRoux
of St. George, she being the Execu
trix named therein. Without bund.

KATHERINE BENNER, late of
Friendship, deceased.
Will and
Petition for Probate thereof asking
that said Will may be proved and
MRS. CHRISTABEL WILDES
allowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Herbert Thomas Ben
Mrs. Christabel Wildes. 56. of
ner of Friendship, he beang the
328 Limerock street, died Thurs
Executor named therein, without
day in Bangor.
She was th?
oond.
widow of Orrin Wildes.
ULYSSES S. GRANT, late of
Mrs. Wildes was born in Vinal
Isle au Haut. deceased. Will and
haven Oct. 10. 1902. the daughter
Petition for Probate thereof askof Oscar and Hattie Wadsworth
ng that said Will may be proved
Allen.
and allowed and that Letters Tes
Surviving are one son. Law
tamentary issue to Hollis B. Nevrence Wildes of Rockland: two
el'ls of Isle au Haut, he being the
brothers. Minal Allen of Rockland
Executor named therein, with bond.
and Merle Allen of Vinalhaven.
EDWARD C. JONES, late of
Also several nieces and nephews.
Washington, deceased.
Will and
Funeral services will be held
Petition for Probate thereof asking
Saturday, today, at the Head-ley
that said W’ill may be proved and
Funeral Home on Vinalhaven with
allowed and that Letters Testa
Elder Floyd Young of the Church
mentary issue to Harriet R. Jones
of vv'ash.ngton. she being the Execuof Latter Day Saints officiating. LEGAL NOTICE
,
trix named therein, without bond.
Interment will be in Bay View NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
ESTATE ALBERT E. HEAL, late
Cemetery, Vinalhaven.
I. THOMAS C. AYLWARD. Reg
Petition for
ister of Probate for the County of of Hope, deceased.
Knox in the State of Maine hereby Administration asking that Mary H.
ELROY V. BEVERAGE, SR.
certify that in the following estates Tiffany of Camden or some other
Elroy V. Beverage, Sr.. 63, of the persons were appointed admin suitable person be appointed Ad
Hope, died at Togus Tuesday, fol istrators, executors, guardians and ministratrix. with bond.
lowing an illness of several months. conservators and on the date here
ESTATE ALETHA THOMPSON,
A resident of Hope for 28 years, inafter named.
' late of Thomaston, deceased. Peti
Mr. Beverage was born at North
FLORA K FOLSOM, late of tion for Administration asking that
Havc-n, March 5, 1896. the son of Rockland, deceased. April 29. 1959, Lora Thompson of Thomaston or
Samuel and Ruth Leadbetter Bev-i Elmer C. Davis of Rockland was some other suitable person be ap
Administratrix,
without
appointed Executor and qualified pointed
erage.
J bond.
He was a past master of Hope j by filing bond on same date.
RAYMOND C. BORNEMAN. late ! ESTATE ROSA B. ULMER, late
Grange, and had been employed by
April 21. of St. George, deceased. Petition
the Seabright Mills, in Camden, for, of Warren, deceased.
for Administration asking that Sam
seven years. He was an Army vet 1959. Gilbert Harmon of Camden
was appointed Executor and quali uel W. Collins, Jr., of Rockland or
eran of World War I.
fied by filing bond on April 30. 1959. some other suitable person be ap
Surviving are: his widow. Mar
LILLIAN B. BARTER, late of pointed Administrator, with bond.
jorie M. Beverage; two sons. Elroy1
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF
St. George, deceased. May 5. 1959,
V. Beverage. Jr., of Hope and Halt-1 Frank S. Barter of St. George was NAME asking that the name of Ada
ley Beverage of East Union; four j appointed Executor, without bond. E. Young of Rockland be changed
daughters. Mrs. Alma Tilley of1 JANIE P. FULLERTON, late of to Ada E. Brazier presented for
Sarasota.
Fla.,
Mrs.
Dorothy! South Thomaston, deceased. April allowance by Ada E. Young.
Brownell of Hope, Mis. Edith 21. 1959. Pearl E. Borgerson of
ESTATE GEORGE S. HUNTBrown of Camden and Mrs. Estelle Rockland was appointed Adminis LEY. late of Rockland, deceased.
Libby of Searsmont; four sisters, tratrix and qualfied by filing bond First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Marion Fickett,
Mrs. Olive Gregory. Mrs. Florence on May 6. 1959.
MAURICE B. DODGE of North ! Executrix.
Brown, Mrs. Nettie Crockett and
ESTATE
JENNIE
WILLEY
April 28, 1959, Lewis J.
Mrs. Edith Mills, all of North Ha Haven.
ven; five brothers, Hiram Bever Haskell of North Haven was ap BIRD, late of Rockland, deceased.
I First and Final Account presented
age, Albert Beverage, George Bev pointed Guardian, and qualified by
| for allowance by Madeline Bird,
filing bond on same date.
erage and Wilson Beverage, all of
WILBUR J. MORSE of Thomas j Executrix.
North Haven, and Marston Bever
ESTATE GENEVA E. HALL.,
ton. May 5, 1959, Annie O. Rogers
age of Camden; and 19 grandchil
of Warren was appointed Guardian, late of St. George, deceased. First
dren.
and qualified by filing bond on May : and Final Account presented for
Funeral services were held Fri 19. 1959.
I allowance by Almond C. Hall, Exe
day from the Laite Funeral Home
SUSAN F. DORRIE. late of St. cutor.
in Camden with Rev. Melvin H. George, deceased.
May 19, 1959, ! estatp: vaino t. Johnson,
Dorr, Jr., officiating.
Robert N. Dorrie of Warwick, ! late of Rockland, deceased. First
Interment was in Mountain View Rhode Island, was appointed Execu , and Final Account presented for altor. without bond. Sameul W. Col j lowance by Helen F. Johnson, AdCemetery in Camden.
lins. Jr., of Rockland, Agent in j m.nistratrix.
Maine.
ESTATE
MABEL
H.
HOLCHARLES P. RICHARDSON
CLARENCE S. RIPLEY, late of BROOK, late of Rockland, deCharles P. Richardson, 80, of
First and Final Account
May 19. 1959, I ceased.
Rockland, died Thursday evening Union, deceased.
Ruth M. Ripley of Union was ap : presented for allowance by William
at the home of his daughter. Mrs. pointed Executrix, without bond. 1 A. Holbrook. Administrator.
George Wooster, at East Warren.
ESTATE LILLIAN B. BARTER,
WINONA M. BROWN, late of
He was born at Mt. Desert. Dec. North Haven, deceased.
May 19, I late of St. George, deceased. First
25. 1878. the son of David and 1959, Ivaloo G. Patrick of North j and F.nal Account presented for al
Ellen Richardson Richardson.
Haven was appointed Executrix, lowance by Frank S. Baiter, Execu
tor.
Besides his widow, Mrs. Edith without bond.
Mills Richardson, he is survived
RALPH L. WIGGIN. late of Rock I ESTATE HERBERT DARRELL
by three sons, Charles F. Richard land. deceased. May 19, 1959, Leola BGWDISH. late of Thomaston, de
son. and John D. Richardson, both T. Wiggin of Rockland was appoint ceased. First and Final Account
presented for allowance by Helen
of Rockland, and Basil Mills, of ed Executrix, without bond.
SARA H. G. SNOW’, late of Rock A. Bowdish. Executrix.
New Bedford. Mass; three daugh
ESTATE ALBERT W. WHITE,
May 19. 1959,
ters. Mrs. Nettie Watts of Mil- land, deceased.
First
Elizabeth S. Whitehill of Thomas late of Warren, deceased.
bridge, Mrs. Rae W’iddecombe of ton was appointed Administratrix, and F.nal Account presented for al
Rockland, and Mrs. Eleanor Woos with the W’ill Annexed, without lowance by David W. White, Ad
ter of East Warren; a sister, Mrs. bond.
ministrator, c.t.a.
Geneva Dickens, of Somesville, 18
ESTATE
MILTON C. PHTLCELIA CROCKETT late of Rock
land, deceased. May 19, 1969, Ber BKOOK, late of Owls Head, de
tha C. Gerrish of Rockland was ap ceased.
First and Final Account
pointed Executrix, without bond.
presented for allowance by Myra
HAROLD DUNNE, late of St. R. Philbrook, Executrix.
LET "LAWN BOY" HELP YOU
George, deceased. May 19. 1959,
ESTATE RONALD A. GILLIS,
MAKE YOUR LAWN
Elizabeth H. Dunne of St. George late of Hope, deceased. First and
was appointed Executrix, without Final Account presented for allow
LOOK SHARP AND TRIM
ance by Enna V. Gillis. Executrix.
bond.
JOHN K. LAITINEN, late of
ESTATE J. EDITH WYLIE, late
THIS SUMMER
Rockland, deceased. May 19. 1959. of Warren, deceased.
First and
Anna S. Laitinen of Rockland was Final Account presented for allow
LAWN BOY
appointed Administratrix, without ance by Chester L. Robinson, Exe
cutor.
POWER MOWERS bond.
ESTATE J. EDITH WYLIE, late
MARY M. FEYLER, late of
Thomaston, deceased.
May 19, of Warren, deceased. Petition for
$58.88 and up
1959. Lista Hvler of Thomaston was Distribution presented by Chester
appointed
Administratrix.
and L. Robinson, Executor.
Small Parts Available
qualified by filing bond on same
ESTATE CARLOTTA ADAMS
date.
BURNS, late of Rockland, de
GERTRUDE
TURNER.
also ceased. Seventh Account presented
STUDLEY
known as GERTIE M. TURNER, for allowance by The First National
62-S-tf
late of W’a.*hington. deceased. April Bank of Rockland. Trustee.
HARDWARE CO. 21. 1959. Harold W. Flanders of ESTATE ZENAS C. MELVIN,
W’aldoboro was appointed Adminis late of Rockland, deceased. Eighth
THOMASTON, ME.
trator. and qualified by filing bond Account (Cemetery Trust) present
on May 19. 1959.
ed for allowance by The First Na
LAURI A. MONDEN. late of Wal tional Bank of Rockland. Trustee.
tham.
Massachusetts.
deceased.
ESTATE STEPHEN G. PRES
May 26. 1959. William R. O'Jala of COTT. late of Rockland, deceased.
FOR SALE.
Have about 20
Rockland was appointed Adminis Seventh Account (Cemetery Trust)
Good 1'twd Electric Refrigera
trator. without bond.
presented for allowance by The
tors,
Used
Wood
Kitchen
LrLA BERRY, late of Rockland, Fiist National Bank of Rockland,
Ranges, also Oil Ranges, Par
deceased.
May 26, 1969, Charles Trustee.
lor Ctwd Stoves, Franklin Fire
F. Dwinal of Camden was ap Witness. CHARLES T. SMALLEY.
place and a lot more. What do
pointed Administrator, and quali Judge of Probate Court for Knox
yon need? Regardless, this Is
fied by filing bond on same date. County, Rockland, Maine.
a good place to get It. 2 good
Attest:
Attest:
Power Saws.
HAROLD B.
THOMAS C. AYLWARD
THOMAS C. AYLWARD
KALER, Washington, Maine,
c
Register
Register
Tel. 5-tt.
67-68A70-71

TuMdoyJhunday-Saturday
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REAL ESTATE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING, SERVICES
HF.RE'S BOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
for each line, half price each additional time nsed. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, I. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE FAII) FOB
As received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a

Rockville
BICKNELL'S

MISS JOSEPHINE TOLMAN
Correspondent
Telephone 813-W4

BETTER

BUYS
9 High Street — Kitchen, din.ng
room, living room, two bedrooms
and a full bath. Handy to stores
and compact design. Just right for
the small family. GI or KHA.

CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II
Realtor — Appraiser
88 Summer Street Tel. LYric 4-3709
69'71
BICKNELL'S

BETTER

Mr. and Mis. Ralph Oxton. who
have just returned from Crystal
Beach. Fla., and are now at their
home in Thomaston, were callers
last week of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Keller and Miss Joyce Farmer.
George Brooks of Newtonville.
Mass., is spending a few days at
his home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Andrews
and children, Leonard. Daniel
Gerald.
Joel
and
Martin.
of
Coventry. Conn., and Mrs. Maiy
Andrews of West Rockport were
supper guests Monday of Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Keller and Miss Joyce
Farmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Nelson of
Owls Head were dinner guests
Thursday of Mrs. Leroy Hunte*'.
Mrs. Aiton Knowlton spent the
weekend as guest of her mother.
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts and sistei
and family, Mr. and Mrs. James
Whalan,
in
Kingston.
Mass.,
where she attended the graduation
of her niece, Miss Sabra Goff who

graduated from the Silver Loker
Regional High Schoo’. Sunday af
ternoon.

Several from the village attend
ed the Baccalaureate Services at
the Rockport Methodist Church
Sunday morning and also the
graduation exercises at the Rock
port Town Kali Wednesday eve
ning. Donald Starr, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Matthew Starr, was a
member of the graduating class.
Dr. Edna E. Lamson attended |
the Farmington State Teachers
College Alunmae weekend com-.
mencement activities at Farming- i
tor. last weekend. She motored
there with friends from Rockland. [

Farm Census Due,

Cooperation
Sought

Chicken Calls For An Encore

Figures gathered in the 17th na
tional farm census this fall will be
of great value to everyone con
cerned with agriculture, said to
day Dean of Agriculture Winthrop
C. Libby. University of Maine.
Dean Libby uiged Maine farmers
to co-operate with the census takers
who visit their farms in October oi
November. This will mean keeping
a few simple farm records during
the year and filling out a copy of
the fai ni census questionnaire. The
questionnaire will be mailed to each
farmer about two weeks before the
census taking starts.
To answer the census questions.
Maine farmers will need to keep a
few simple records. Dean Libby
suggested that each farmer keep a
record of his harvest, the products,
sold, and the major farm expenses.
This will help him to fill out his
census report easily and accurately.
Of course, keeping accurate farm
records is a wise farm management
practice, anyway.
Dean Libby said that farmers
have taken part in deciding what
questions will be asked in the cen
sus this fall.
Representatives of
farm organizations have served on
an advisory committee that recom
mended to the Bureau of the Census
the questions that should be includ
ed this year.
Such organizations
as the Farm Bureau, the Grange,
the Farmers Union, and farmers’
co-operatives were represented.
“We hope to learn a great deal
more about agriculture in Maine
and the nation through the 1959
farm census.’’ concluded Dean
Libbv

BUYS
The State Police remind us that j
more than 80 billion motorists will j
This nicely located eight room
be asked: “Can You Stop in Time
plus lx/a bath residence1 is a fine op
to Slow Down and Live this sum
portunity for the man who car. do a
mer?’’.
little painting and papering. Kitchen
FOB SALE
FOR SALE
with breakfast nook, fine dining
room,
living
room
and
den
with
WOOD for sale for stove - fire
LOST AND FOUND
1956 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon
place. Most of it right length. Tel. for sale. TEL. LYric 4-4203. 71-73 fireplace, plus four nice bedrooms
give
an
excellent
value
for
$10,500.
LYric 4-5689. 45 Talbot Avenue.
TOOL Box and Tools lost on May
FOUR Plank Seat. Sun Back FHA or VA.
70*72
23. Finder please contact CAROL
Maple Chaiis for sale. MRS. DEAR 1 (HARLES E. BICKNELL. II
L MYSHRALL. Bath Road. B:unsRealtor - Appraiser
BORN. Tel. LYric 4-8104 .
71-73
wick. or call PA 5-2452 between
88
Summer
Street
USED GOI.F BALLS
j
69*71
8.30 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Tel. LYric 4-5709
FOR SALE
70*72
Excellent condition, famous brand
WANTED
For All 3 Pt. Hitches
names. $3. $4 and $5 per dozen, j
FDR SALE
Call at 26 HOLMES STREET, Rock-1
Lake Megunticook, a 6 room cot
^NE good chicken dinner de
Dash pepper
TWO Painters wanted.
A. J.
REAL ESTATE
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
<r
land, after 5 p. m. or weekends.
’» cup butter or margarine
tage recently remodeled at great
PENNEY. Warren. Tel. CRestwood
serves another’ Since frozen
WATERVILLE
1 cup vanned chicken broth
____________
7l*tf cost, like new. Bath, central heat,
chicken parts are synonomous
7U It
SINGLE House in Warren foi " J 831
L cup chopped onion
1956 CHEVROLET 4 door for sale. telephone and all conveniences. Lo sale. A. J. PENNEY. Warren. Tel.
’ clo’ e garlic, minced
with every season of the year, it’s
71-S-74
LAWNS wanted to mow. TEL.
2 tablespoons sherry (optional)
V-8. radio and heater.
DIAL cated on an all year road with about CRestwood 3-2831.
easy to build up an excellent repu
71*11
l2 teaspoon tarragon, crushed
LYric
4-4680.
71
It
REG. Seal Point Siamese Kittens FLeetwood 4-2414.
70-72 117’ frontage on large lot.
tation
with
a
variety
of
recipes.
Com
* cup sour cream
NEW Single House in Thomas
for saie. Excellent bloodlines. Good
First choose your favorite meat.
Thaw chicken as directed on
GIRL or Woman wanted, part or
TRUCK Body for sale. 14x8 ft. mands a magnificent view from
A J. PENNEY. War
disposition and affectionate. Both with headboard and sideboards. glassed in porch. Ramp and float ton foi sab
Is
it
dark?
Then
you'll
want
to
package.
Pat dry. Combine flour,
i ■ n, T- .. CR< stwood 3 2831
7l*lt full time, to be of general help in
sex. $25. Call or write MRS. ED DIAL LYric 4-5965.
use drumsticks or thighs. If light, salt, paprika, and pepper. Coat
Price $9.COO.
family of 3 adults and 2 children.
70-72 included.
COLONIAL Farmhouse for sale MRS.' THIBAULT.
WARD GOODNO. JR., Fairfield,
chicken breasts or wings will be chicken with seasoned flour. In
Tel. LYric
FOUR EFFS
on Route 137. in good condition. 4-7428.
your choice. Methods of cooking 1 large heavy skillet, brown chicken
Tel. GL 3-6563. _
68*71
Lester F. Andr.v, Representative
69-71
I
Small
barn-workshop
attached.
4
’
u
vary . . . aft r the chi, ken thaws | in butter. (If necessary, add a
U. S. Route 1. North of Camden
FIELD Grown Danish Ball Head
DO You Need Money?
Avon
FOR SALE. One Lane saw mill
acres
cleared
land,
ideal
for
rais

.
. . from frying, to baking and little more butter while frying.)
TeL CEdar 6-3132
and Golden Acre Cabbage Plants
complete, John Deere I'nit, slab
serving the chicken with a sauce. Add broth, onion, garlic, sherry,
or strawberry crop Cosmetics will supply that need.
7i-S-tf ing sheep
for sale. $1.00 per hundred. Also,
Exclusive
territory
available
now.
saw, blower, 8 saws. Ready to
Here's a recipe . . . combining and tarragon. Cover; simmer
$6 000. SECURITY REAL ESTATE
cauliflower and broccoli plants.
go to work.
HAROLD ‘ B.
herbs and sherry . . . which uses gently about 50 minutes or until
CO.. Dorothy Dietz, across from Contact FRANCES H. FIDES. Bow
BICKNELL'S
STILES FARM, Route 1, Rockport.
doinham.
Maine.
69-71
sour cream to richen the gravy. chicken is tender. Stir now and
KALER, Washington, Ma'ne,
Village Gieen. Camden. Tel. CEdar
BETTER
68-tf
You’ll find it rates an encore every then. (Add a little water, if
TeL 5-25.
67-68t& 70-71
LAWNS wanted to mow. RICH
6 2U7 oi 6 32 10.
71-1 •
time you serve it.
chicken starts to get dry.) Re
ARD ARGYLE. Tel. LYric 4-4169
BUYS
move chicken to heated serving
Chicken Surprise
69*71
Ingrahams
Hill
A
nice
home
on
TO
LET
1952 KAISER for sale. Best offer
dish or casserole. Quickly stir sour
FOR SALE.
One Like New
2 packages (1 pound each)
“Slow Down And Live
It’s a
ONE
Crib
Mattress
wanted
in
a
large
lot
overlooking
Rockland
frozen chicken breasts
takes it. Good buy for parts. DIAL
cream into gravy in pan;% heat
1956 Pick-up Truck, 28 M. miles.
sensible rule
drumsticks, thighs or wings
Family
FOUR room Furn. or Unfurn. good condition. CALL LYric 4-4182.
rcry penffy 1 or 2 minutes.'Pour
FLeetwood 4-2436.
70*72 Harbor and the islands.
Perfect in every way. Can fi
cup flour
___________ 70*72 For Dad. Mom, sister and brother.
kitchen,
dining
room.
20
’
living
Heated
Apt
to
let,
electric
kitchen,
sauce over chicken. Makes 4 to 6
1 teaspoon salt
nance. H. B. KAI.ER, Wash
’58 PLYMOUTH toi sa.. . 2 di .
If each "'ill observe it, our chances
servings.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
2 teaspoons paprika
ington, Me. Tel. 5-25.
hardtop conv., all new w w. A-l room, three bedrooms and a fuli bath and constant hot water, at 29
bath.
City water, low taxes and Beech Stieet
decrease
TEL. LYric 4-5128.
Two or more bedroom apt. or
67-68&70-71
cond. R&H. Financing available.
reasonably priced. FHA or VA.
71-73 house wanted to rent, anywhere in Of killing ourselves . . . and each
TEL. LYric 4-5895.
71 73
( IIARLES E. BICKNELL, II
plained that thiee of them are ex
other!
NICE Unfurn. 5 Room Apt. to let. Thomaston. VINCENT GOODWIN.
June Dairy Month tremely
Realtor — Appraiser
important—cal-cium, ribo
Available July 1
TEL. LYric; '.86 Main Street. Thomaston. 70*72
Plants for sale: Asters, Petunias.
88 Slimmer Street
4-5919.
71*731 EXPERIENCED
flavin and protein.
Stenograph.-i
Snapdragons, Zinnias and a good
COTTAGES Sales Campaign
Tel. LYrie 4-5709
Calcium is needed all life long
THREE Room Unfurnished Apt. I wanted for permanent employment. I
selection of annual flower plants.
71*73
for healthy bones.. The B-vitamin
Also,
tomato
plants.
STILES
to let, a!’, modern, heated, stove and j Five day week. Phone LYric 4-4340
COTTAGE to let - month or sea Strongly Backed
riboflavin is one of the nutrients
refrig., and bath.
Call at 100 j or write MARINE COLLOIDS. son. New building, all utilities and
FARM. Route 1, Rockport.
68-tf
70-72 facilitiesUNION STREET City
70*tf INC . Roekiand, Maim
essential for healthy skin and
Located at Coopers
NEW Traps for sale, $3 each.
Maine's
dairy
in
Women wanted to learn frame Beach in Owls Head, three miles
nerves. Protein is the main build
GARAGE •
• Inqu
23 WA
Complete inventory of trap stock
Cousens" Realty
TER STREET or Dial LYric 4-819-1. 1 spinning for 2nd and 3rd shifts. from city overlooking Rockland viding abundant sc
ing and repair material of all
on hand.
INDEPENDENT LOB
Time and one-half H ubor. Contact BOB BLACKMAN. products for com
69-7’ 5 day week.
tissues in the body. Dairy pro
STER CO.. Tillson Avenue, Rock
71 S-71
Business Opportunities
CAMDEN SPIN Tel. LY’-ic 4-7285.
71-tf June Dairy Month
land
67-tf
ducts furnish a high quality pro
At tin L 1 u: : •' • 4 : <• m unfu: r. aft." 40 houis.
TWO Year O.d Gray and Whit.
Cottages. Lots and Dwellings
70-72;
LOVELY Modern oCttage with all
ipt. to let. Available July 1. At NING COMPANY*
TESTED—G LARANTEED
Cat lost.
Double paws.
CALL
Dr. Kathrvn E. Briwa. Ex'.en- tein.
170 Maverick Street
conveniences to let.
Located on sion Service r.utriti: n specialist.
the Coppei K ttle: i irg - room, con
Maine dairymen and the rest of
USED APPLIANCES
[LYric 4-7267 .
69-71
spring
fed
lake
10
miles
from
Rock

necting lavatory and t ush, avail
Refrigerators, Electric Ranges,
University of Maine.
id today the nation’s dairy industry stress
TEL
LYric
4-5160
land.
Available
for
month
of
July
able
June
24
DIAL
LYric
4-7144.
Gas Ranges, Automatic Washers &
RENT
WANTED
that dairy products are right up that calcium, riboflavin and pro
and last fwo we» ks in August at $75
69-71
Dryers, Wringer Washers.
AL
Across From (iolf Course
K 11 K
SAI. E
at the top of the list in pi oviding tein are ail extremely important
Suitable
for
Family
of
Seven
per
week.
In
June
or
September
BERT E. MacPHAIL. INC., 449
KENMORE Apt. Size G: s Stove
food value. Some popu ••i dairy to good health. In the nation’s
CEDAR POSTS
for
$60.
Safe
sandy
beach,
float
JOHN
A.
ANDERSON
Main Street, Tel. LYric 4-5751. 48-tf
for sale, clean and in good condi
products include milk, ch f“ s . but- food supplies, miik provides threeand
boat,
good
fishing.
Price
in

For
Gardens,
Fences,
Buildings
•10
Talbot
Ave.
Tri.
I.Y
4-5153
tion. BOB HOPPE. West Rockport.
TWO Year Old Black Angus Bull
Pen - Bay: Contemporary home
ter, cream, cottage chieese. ice fourths of the calcium, nearly half
69’71 cludes lights, gas and wood for
Dial (’Ed i' 6-3119
69*71
for sale.
GEORGE RUSSELL.
Tel. LYric 4-4950
with every modern convenience, in
cream, evaporated milk. dry milk, the riboflavin and one-fourth of
fieldstone
fireplace.
Call
ROger
JR.. West Meadow Road.
62*tf
TWO Room Furn. Apt. to let.
Rockland's finest residential area.
70-72
3 1645.
KEN and JIM WENT condensed milk, yogurt and half the protein. It’s difficult to come
69*71
BIRD Houses, Feeding Stations,
CHILDREN wanted to care for! WORTH
Large kitchen with birch cabinets, Heated. CALL LYric 4-5778
up with a balanced diet without
68-S-77 and half.
Trellises, and Fences for
days. TEL. LYric 4-5034.
70 72
formica counters, vent fan. dining
using dairy products.
Not only a r dairy foods
BICKNELL'S
FOUR
rm.
cottagi
to
let.
with
LIONEL
Electric
Train
Layout
RATE’S CRAFT SHOP, Prescott
space. Living room. 3 bedrooms,
Collector—Part Time
It's expected that more nutri
appeal, but th y r
boat.
Norton Pond. Inquire 12 for their tas
Street, City.
61*73 for sale. 027 track with 2 automatic and ceramic tile bath. Full deep
Responsible married man wanted; Knox Street. TEH. LYric 4-8756
BETTER
the sources 7 more than ICO dil tious. tasty dairy products will be
1 switches, mounted on board 4 ft, x
cellar, with great possibilities for
who i-s now employed, that wishes
available to U. S. families this
I 6 ft. Tel. LYric 4-4843 or call at
_ _ _________ 70-tf ferent nutrient.-. D
Bri
BUYS
a finished game room. Forced hot
to supplement his income. Cant
year than ever before. “Let’s all
j
68
CEDAR
STREET
after
5.30
NEW 5 Room Cottage to let. at
air heat, baseboard radiation, elec
FOR SALE.
New and Used
earn $30 to $10 extra per week by I
Oceanfront
Cottage
in
Awful
e ijoy plenty of fla'orful. versatile
70*tf tric hot water heater.
Bellevue Shores, Owls Head. Pri
Power Lawn Mowers. Also a I p. m.
Best con Shape
SERVICES
This needs a lot of fixing, working 3 evenings and Saturdays I
Available
and nutritious dairy foods as we
few nued Power Saws. AIno,
struct on. with poured concrete but has a lovely view and city wa- collecting in Belfast-Rockland area ; vate beach and boat.
June and July. CALL LYric 4-4821.
almost everything. HAROLD B.
foundation, plastered walls, hard ter is availal
LAWN Mower Grinding, also, celebrate June Dairy
1000 bucks. Grab Reply, giv ng short resume of pre
70-72 scissors, knives, saws, and axes. said Dr Briwa.
KALER, Washington, Maine,
wood floors, fully insulated.
Wili It Now
FOR SALE. One 1958 4 Or.
sent employment, and phone num
MODERN Cottage foi rent, avail BILL BLACK. 427 O.d County Road.
Tel. 5-25.
67^8470-71
GI or FHA for $14,000.
Cadillac, driven 8 M. miles.
ber. •<) BOX “T. 7. " c o Courier(HARLES E. BICKNELL, II
C-4. Rockville, hillhop home with
69-71
Just like new-. Will trade or fi
Gazft:. . Reckla nd.
70’72 able from August 15th, on Penob City.
Realtor — Appraiser
Impatient Driver
Write BOX CR.
The
nance.
HAROLD K. KALER.
sweeping view of countryside. For 88 Summer St.
Landscape C ontracting
WILE e.v. good ca:r to i ab : .y scot Bay.
Tel. LYric 4-5709
68-76 Hot Top Driveways and Sidewalks.
Washington, Maine, Tel. 3-23.
those who wish the peace of coun
NEW Forced Air Oil Winter Air
worn-, n in licensed home. GARZA- Coui !»•: -Gazette._
_____________71*73
Endangers Others
try living, yet do not want to be
67-68470-71
Conditioning Heating Systems for
FURN. Cottage to let a- Crescent
C. H. WINCHENBAUGH
REIJJ, 45 Granite Stieet. Tel.
isolated, this is only four miles . THREE Room Heated Modern LY c 4 8375
sale, prices from $650 up installed
All elec, kitchen. TEL
Tel. LYric 4-8989
69-tf Bi-ach.
Apt.
to
let,
109
Main
Street.
Thom

from center of Rockland.
Fieldwith tank.
Also, coal and wood
62 tf
69*74 On the Highway
GIRL wanted to help with house LYric 4-57^______________
69-tf
SINGLE and Double Lawn Chaiis stone fireplace in living room, aston. DIAL LYric 4-4052.
furnace systems, $350 up. Boilers.
~COTTAGE to let at Crescent
DON’T I)I(i!
work
and
care
of
four
children.
;
FIVE
Room
Apartment
to
let.
ga

Floor furnaces. Nothing down 3 for sale for both grown-ups and modern kitchen, sun porch. 2 bed
“One of the greatest traffic haz
If your plumber cannot clear
Live in. permanent position. Call) Beach. Accom. 2-9, fireplace, oil
to 5 years terms.
Expert crew. kiddies, cocktail wagons, barbecue rooms and bath. Gaiage, laundry, rage. Inquire LAWRENCE MIL or write. MRS. C. OWEN SMITH. heat. elec, kitchen.
Tel. LYric vour drain. Phone B.<: i.<: 797. ards of the present day, is the im
LER.
26
Rankin
Street.
66-tf
wagons,
lawn
planters,
knlckkr.ack
workshop
in
basement.
Hot
water
Complete 1 day. Write SUPERIOR
Melvin Heights. Camden.
Tel. 1-4275 or write M R SAWYER PETER ALEXANDER
Electric patient driver who refuses to drive
HEATING CO., 351 Sherwood St- shelves and lawn signs made to heat, domestic hot water, artesian
TWO Room Furnished Apt. to • t. CEd-r 6 327(1
____
61-tf Sewer Cleaner for past 12 years.
69-’fi 225 Broadway
order.
GUS
HUNT.
71
North
Ma
n
well,
septic
tank.
GI
or
FHA
for
Portland. Tel. SPruce 3-8617. Our
Adults only.
No liquor allowed.
6U72 at a speed that is safe for condi
COTTAGE
to
let
at
Owls
Head
CHILDREN wanted to board, j
70-72 $15,000
27th year.
60*73 Street. Tel. LYric 4-1874.
References please.
57 PACIFIC
tions. ’’ our State Police reminded
RALPH L. RKHARDS
MRS. MATTIE CROSS. 32 Cedai 6 bedrooms, all modern conv. Avail
A-4.
Eight
room
house
in
good
STREET
69'71
LOAM for sale for lawns, shrubs,
MRS.
Maine motorists today.
S:;.. •
69*71 able June, July and Sept
Floor Sanding Service
condition,
with
4
bedrooms
and
full
>
flower gardens. NEIL RUSSELL.
FOUR Room Apt. with bath to
JOHN owwifi.
or 4-7512.
70-tf Have refinished ov6.000 floors in
The enforcement group pointed
bath. Central location, corner lot. let, hot and cold water free, heated,
EXi’ELIENUED Body and F. i.
Tel. LYric 4-5667
48-tf
last
20
years
in
Knox
County.
Tel.
MODERN Cottage to let at Cres
out that the intelligent way to drive
New hot air furnace. Owner leav hermostatically controlled, elec, der Man wanted. Call or apply in
LYric
4-5281,
25
Franklin
Street.
cent
Beach.
C.
J.
BOWLEY.
85
ing town, reduced price from $8,000 kitchen range and refrig., no other person.
CRAMERS
GARAGE.
is to let conditions of weather, road,
61-tf traffic, the mechanical condition
I Fast-Efficient-Economica
to $7,000 for quick sale. GI or FHA. furniture.
67-71 Granite St.. Tel. LYric 4-7012. 57-tf
Rent $12.50 per week, Union Dial STate 5-3532.
V W. s. Pillsbury & So
FLOOR SANDING
A-12. Compact, easy-to-heat foui newly renovated. 584 Main Street,
COTTAGE to let at Lermond's
of your car, and your owm physical
GO RAMBLER!
AND REFINISHING SERVICE
room house, built in 1954. Kitchen, over Carr's store.
Pond. C. J. BOWLEY, 85 Granite
TEL. LYric
and mental conditions determine
Work
Guaranteed
living
room.
2
bedrooms
and
bath.
Street Td LYric 4-7012
57-tf
DREWETT'S GARAGE
4-4323
__________ 63-tf
your speed. They also offer a sixTAKING APPLICATIONS
RAYMOND
M
RICHARDS
Full
basement,
hot
air
heat,
elec

71-8-74
V. S. ROUTE 1
WARREN
30 GAL Gas Water Heater to
120 North Main Street, Rockland point check list to help us in deter
tric hot water heater. Will GI oi
For Full Time Sales Girls
BOATS AND MOTORS
•’
$1 95 a month.
A. C Mr
TWO Ma|,l. Moms Rockers foi FxiA foi $<‘.500.
58-tf
mining safe speeds — to help us to
Tel. LYric 4-5796
sale, with foam tubber cushions.
LOON
COMPANY,
Tel.
LYric
58-tf “Slow Down And Live”;
F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.
A-18. Three apartment house
LAPSTKAKE
Boat for sale.
$30 each. Also, children's outdooi with 1 car garage and workshop. 4-5o2l
115-ttf
1. Drive at a speed which will
6K-tf
WE are specializing in clothes
RADIO, TV AND ANTENNA
M. I. YOt’NG. 35 Broadway. 71*73
woodt n frame with two swings. $19 Two apartments completely fur
CLEAN Furnished Apts, to let,
enable you to stop within the
for the chubby girl.
- 14*4; sub
SERVICE
DIAL FRontier 2-6316
70-72 nished. one has stove and refrig free lights and water. 2 to 4 rooms,
28
FT
Cabin
Cruiiei
foi
Bal<
assured clear distance ahead.
teens, 1014 to 1414. New summer
Bernard C. Kaler, Jr.
engine
and
hu
1
in
perfect
condi

heated
and
unheated,
$7
to
$10
a
erator.
Full cement cellar, elec
capri pants and shorts now on dis
7 Broad Street
Slow down before you get to
MIDDLE-AGED Woman wanted
tion.
May
be
seen
by
appointment.
week
V.
F.
STUDLEY.
Broadway.
tric hot water heater. City water,
play.
CHILDREN’S SPECIALTY
Tel. LYric 4-8146
as housekeeper for man and son.
curves and intersections.
In
the
water
ready
to
go
June
15.
Tel.
LYric
4-4505.
or
77
Park
Street,
septic tanks. Excellent opportunity
SHOP, 405 Main Street, Tel. LYric
68-tf!
Write M S.. '• Th»- CourierAt night, drive at a speed
Tol
I
,Y
’
"p
4
9714
108-tf
CALL
LYric
4-4941
or
4-5112.
to become homeowner and let rent
4-5122, City.
40-tf
Gazutt*
59 tf
REPLACE that old. unsafe chim
which will allow you to stop
71*73
als buy your home.
Will FHA.
LEO’S GARAGE
ney with a new cinder block chim
IX4BSTERS WANTED
within range of your head
$6,900.
14
FOOT
Fiat
Bottom
Boat
foi
— FOR RENT —
10 Lindsey Street
ney. Don’t wait for a fire to start.
Top Prices Paid
lights.
A-24. Neat, attractive 7 room
sale, good cond.. best offer takes CaH now. Fast service. No hour
• Hospital Beds
Used Cars For Sale
For Good Marketable Stock
Drive with traffic. You are
home, with 4 bedrooms and bath.
it.
MARY BRADSTREET. Tel. ly wages to pay.
* Mattresses
'52 Rambler Station Wagon
Contract only.
REGAL LOBSTER COMPANY
probably going too fast, if you
Full cellar, hot air heat, electric
CEdar 6-3976. Megunticook Lodge. Reasonable.
* Bed Side Kails
________________________________ 50-tf
Also, topping out
Roekiand, Maine
hot water heater. South End loca
are passing many cars — too
Camden.
70'72 butting
• Folding Wheel Chairs
and
repairing.
AL
58-tf
ALUMINUM Windows, Doors,
USED Poultry Equipment for tion. conventiently near stores.
slow, if many cars are passing
* Invalid Walkers
13 FT
Round Bottom Boat for NTCKLES. Mason Contractor. Tel.
Awnings and Siding for sale. KEN sale; feeders and waterers. all »9.o00. GI or FHA
LOBSTERS wanted in large or
• Be d Tables
you.
sa.e. $85
DIAL FRontier 2-6316. LYric 4-4778.___________________48-tf
NISTON BROS., Tel. Rockland sizes; also, platform scales. 500 lb.
small
amounts.
SPRUCE
HEAD
A-38. South Thomaston. Six room
70-72
TeL LYrie 4-8011
Wht re children are playing,
LYrick 4-5424 or CRestwood 4-2686 i capacity. $45. Excellent condition. house, about 25 acres land. Full
CALL an Expert. AL NICKLES.
LOBSTER CORP., Tel. Rockland
boats fob sale
be able to stop within a car
15-tf GEORGE FANTOM. South Thom cellar. Good water supply. Brief
Mason, Residential and Commercial
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
LYric 44822
44-tf
Lobster boat. 26 feet, built 1953. Contractor. Tel. Rockland LYric
length or less.
879 MAIN ST
ROCKI-AND
aston.
70 72 walk to grade school. $3,900.
GENERAL Contracting wanted,
Chine-built sloop, 4-4778. Fireplaces, brick or stone,
When you’re tired or inatten
140-S-tf
block foundations, chimneys, fire (L-4). $2500;
A-43. Lovely home in fine neigh
HOUSEHOLD Furnitui • foi sale.
(S-6).
$1200;
Marconi
sloop.
rebuilt
chimneys.
foundations.
cement
FOR SALE. Have about 100
tive. STOP.
places: also, asphalt, roofing and
31 Amesbury Street. CALL LYric borhood, on large lot with 2 cat
1957. (S-5). $1000: 21 foot Mascot floors and walks, f’ag stone patios
Theatre Seats left. Cheap for
general carpentering. P. E. WEB
4-4123 ot 4-4663.
70’72 garage. Spacious living room has
(0-2).
outboard
boat
with
well
and
walks,
framing,
roofing,
sid

Cash.
Some Used Furniture,
The Association of State and
BER. 248 Thomaston Street, Rock
granite stone fireplace. Three bed
MISCELLANEOUS
lots and lots more.
HAROLD
land. Tel. LYric 4-7124.
51-tf $1200; 28 foot double-end launch, ing. additions, remodeling, garages, Provincial Co-ordinators launched
rooms and two full baths upstairs.
$300;
Bulls Eye sloop, cottages, and houses.
(L-18
45-tf
B. KAI.ER, Washington, Maine,
DELAVAL
Tastefully decorated, all hardwood
WILL Go Anywhere for inside or
their seventh annual summer time
(S-16i $1200; 38 foot box dragger.
Tel. 5-25.
67-68470-71
LAWN Mowers repaired and highway safety campaign. “Slow
floors, completely insulated.
Full outside painting.
Mil If Conveying
Also, chimney
rtbu.t
1955.
(D-D.
$4000
Friendsharpened. Genera! machine work
I
basement, hot watei heat, elect! ic cleaning Thi best of work, guar
PIILIl Systems
Down and Live”, on May 29th, this
ship sloop* rebuilt 1953. (S-105). welding, brazing, burning.
Old Commodes
Appli
hot water heater. Will GI or FHA. anteed.
ALBERT BROWN T«
PIPE LINE MILKERS
It will continue through
$3300.
Over 100 others:
KNOX ance repair work.
DUNLOP Imported Tires for
BERT'S MA year.
$14.5K).
LYric 4-4955
68*76
MARINE EXCHANGE. Camden, or CHINE SHOP. Tel. LYiic 4-7013. 11 September 7th.
sale, for al! Snorts and Foreign
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
A-44. Spruce Head. Three room
Wanted
SEPTIC Tanks and Cesspools
Richard McLennan. 3 Linden Street. Bay Vi?w Square. ___________ 42-tf
Cars. EASTERN TIRE SERVICE,
cottage with stone fireplace in large cleaned and serviced. Prompt 24
ATERVILLE
Rack:ar.d. T* '.. LY- :c 1-8179 . 70-7?
ST. GEORGE, MAINE
INC., Tel. LYric 4-5250, Rockland
living room, modern kitchen, full hour service.
If yon have any old painted
COPIES made
of important
Same prices as in
PETITION NOTICE
BOAT. Motor and Trailer for papers, discharge papers, deeds.
________________________________ 9-tf
71-S-71 bath. Two separate guest cabins, Old Orchard C E FENDERSON
lift-top Commodes, NOW is the
Neleon J. Stone ef Port Clyde,
14 ft. Old Town sea birth certificates. While yon wait
insulated. Good water supply. Al! SANITARY SERVICE. Rockland.
time to SELL them for $12 earh. sale. $600.
BABY Parakeets, Cages, Stands,
model.
mahogany
deck.
fully at GIFFORD'S, Rockland.
W'e buy antique furniture and
furnished.
Well landscaped, lot Tel. LYric 4-8762.
and Toys for sale. Also, complete
61-tf Maine, having petitioned the 8n>
66*76
BEAL ESTATE
ieetmen
of St. George tor a license
equipped; Johnson 15 H. P. out
old dishes in any quantity and
about 50’x800*. $8,000.
line of bird foods for 'keets, cana
Twenty-four Hour Photo Service. to ronetrart aad maintain a flah
WILL GO ANYWHERE
board and new trailer.
DIAL
pay good prlees for them.
B-6. Thomaston. Six room house,
ries, cockatiels, love hirds, parrots
Ask for It at your local store or at weir at I.on< Cove, situated aa
AN Old Farmhouse for sale, in
For inside or outside painting. ,
CEdar 6-3221
_
64-tf
Write or phone:
new roof.
Three bedrooms and
and finches.
FOREST VIEW
GIFFORD'S. Rockland. Maine.
condition, ideal for the sum
follow*:
modern bath. Full cellar, new hot also paper hanging. Call FRANK ;
“
OARS
for
sale.
6
ft.
8
ft.
$2
95
AvIARIeS. 9 Booker Street, Thom good
1-tf
W. J. FRENCH
mer. $5,000. Will consider reasonStarting at a point of load
aston, Maine, Mrs. C. A. Swift, ble offer. BETTY F. McINTOSH air furnace, electric hot water BRIDGES. JR. The best of work
and up.
NORTH EASTLAND
LITTLE A HOFFSES
owned by Darold Hocking, extend
CAMDEN. ME.
Prop., Tel. FLeetwood 4-6277. 7-tf Realtor. Church Stieet. Rockport, heater. Barn with new roof and fully guaranteed. Tel. Rockland I 10 HIGH ST.
TRADING POST. Thomaston. Tel
Building Contractors
inc easterly 500 teet, thence eonth40-tf
LYric 4-7205.
47-tf,
FLeetwood 4-6251____________ 59-91
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg Tel. CEdar 6-3968
70-72 siding. Lot approximately 100’x200'.
erly 550 feet;
Tel. FLeetwood 4-2440 or 4-2473
on Route 1. Taxes $90. Will GI or CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
ular $10.96 for 66.95.
NORTH
16’ ALUMINVM Boat for siUe, 50 High Street. Thomaston. Maine
Notice In hereby given that the
SMALL lot of land on shore for FHA for $10,000.
MASON Work. Chimneys and fully equipped. 35 h. p Johnson out
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST,
Cleaned, repaired and installed.
Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum Selectmen will meet Bear the
sale, with 100 ft. wharf. Ideal for
B-7. Thomaston. Ideal for fam Automatic
Foundations, built new or repaired. board and trailer, used one season.
Thomaston.
1-tf
cleaning
equipment.
preniiHe*
above described on
m
Foundations
Chimneys
lobsterman. CALL FLetwood 4-2284 ily with children, this house is set
General repair work, carpentering
Can be financed. Can be
FIFE FOR SALE
16th of June. 1050, at 7.M p. m.
Remodeling and House Builders
70-72 on large lot on dead end street. Free inspection and estimates. and asphalt roofing. Write VAR- $875
s»en at 35 Lawn Avenue.
TEL.
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE locally
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
All persons Interested will pleaae
Free Estimates
WILL sell one double cabin, fully Five rooms downstairs, five bed owned and operated. Tel. Camden NUM E. NCKLES. Box 493. of Tel. LYric 4-5835
64-tf
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO ,
he present aad show ranee. It oap,
furn.. to be moved. MRS. ROBIN. rooms and bath up. New forced hot CEdar 6-2687.
LYric
4-7181.
43-tf
17-tf
Lime 8treet.
1-tf
why this petition shonld not he
SON. Lincolnville Beach.
69*71 air heating system. Low taxes $82.
DRESSMAKING at home wanted
granted.
,
WELL!
WELL!
WELL!
FOUR Cabins for sale. 2 double, Will FHA or GI for $9,500.
HEART
OF
MAINE
EXTERMINATING
SERVICE
Will
do
altering.
MRS.
CARL
Given aader oar hands IMa Mh
If It is water you need, write
C OUSENS REALTY
fully furn., overlooking the bay.
day of Jane la the year at oar
R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill SEWALL. 11 Knowlton Street.
ExNmiMrtiftg of Al Kindt
FOR SALE. Ose 16 FL O«tJames S. Cousens
MRS.
ROBINSON.
Lincolnville
14-tf
Ixtrd
1000.
ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135,
bonrd Motor Boat, also oae U
ror Free Eettmatre Write or Phone:
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Beach.
69*71
Al arm b. einnet.
WE Buy Scrap IroiTMetala, Bag*
Camden
Tel. 2768. Installment
ft. boat HAROLD R. KALER,
170 Maverick Street
«1 CHURCH ST.
DEXTER, ME.
TEL. WAIIter
HOME for sale. 6 room* and
B. FALLA,
plan also available, no down pay and Batteries.
laiae, Tai. 546.
Across From Golf Coarse
forced hot air heat. 3 car ga
MORRIS GORDON aad SOM
ment necessary. Member of New
g
c
rage- Excellent cond. 130 NORTH
j England and National
I
M
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Page Fight

Tea To Benefit MS Fund Is Planned

Totrioy-Thursday-Saturdaj

Rockport Cubs

MARRIED IN WALDOBORO CEREMONY

Hold Cookout,

Present Awards
Camden Cub Scout Pack 200 held
their annual cookout Wednesday
evening at Walker Memorial Park
in Rockport where the following
awards wen presented by Cubmas

Mr. and Mis. Arthur Capen of
Alta Loma. Calif., are spending the
month in Maine visiting relatives
ter Gilbert Jaeger and Assistant
in this area, staying at the home
Cubmaster Harold Arnold.
of Mis. Capen's brother and sisterBear Badges: Darrell Bowen.
in-law. Mr. and Mrs. George Avery.
Fred McFarland. Robert Barrett,
Gurdy
Street.
Mrs. Richard Harper and son
Richard Benner and Danny Lane.
Kenneth were Thursday visitors of
Lion Badges. Tommy Keene,
Mis. Gladys KafTord. who leaves
Mr. and Mrs. George Heath and
Preston Brawn, Richard Bradford,
two daughters, Carole and Linda, shortly to make hei home in Farm
and Terry Calderwood.
ingdale. and Mrs. Margaret Winof Holmes Street.
Webelos Badge: Wayne Mai shall.
chenbaugh. who leaves to reside in
Gold Arrows: Graham Hanna,
New
York,
were
honored
at
a
din

Miriam Rebekah Lodge will meet
Steven Desy, and Terry Calder
Tuesday at 7.30 for a regular m< et- ner party Wednesday night at
wood.
ing followed by a program by the Green Gables Inn in Camden. Both
Silver Arrows: Danny Lane,
Swinging Beavers.
Refreshments were presented farewell gifts and
Terry Calderwood Kenneth Lawton
will be served by Mrs. Golden returned to the home of Mis. Max
and Terry Lunt.
ine Andrus for a social evening
Munro.
Service Stars: Preston Brawn,
Those present were Mrs. Andrus
Terry Calderwood. Graham Hanna,
Mrs
Virginia
Staples,
Mrs.
Lucille
World War Veterans and Auxili
Terry Lunt, Karl Lammi. Warren
ary will meet in Sanford today Raymond. Mrs. Pauline Cook. Mrs
Roberts. Leland Andrews, and Alan
for the Department State Conven Vivian Edwards and Mrs. Eleano
Hopkins.
tion.
Attending from Rockland Chapman of Thomaston.
Donner’s Stripes: Steven Desy.
are: Mrs. Lena Richardson. Mr.
One year perfect attendance pin:
Mrs Theodocia Foster and iMs:
and Mrs. Thomas Shannon. Mrs
Leland Andrews.
Evelyn St. Clair, Mrs. Amelia Alice Smalley were appointed cc
Two year perfect attendance pin:
chairmen
of
the
annual
dinne
Carter, Mrs. Helen Johnson and
Warren Roberts and Robert Welch.
meeting
of
Edwin
Libby
Relie
Henry
Mills.
Representatives
Den Chief Awards: David Gar
Chuiu u o. • .ii
from Camden are: Mr. and Mrs. Corps to be he id on June 25 to com
The Davis Funeral Home in Thomaston will be the scene of a silver tea to benefit the Multiple land. Dennis McLain, Jay Barrows,
plete
an
active
season
Thursday
Frank MacDonnell, Mrs. Hattie
Sclerosis drive from 3.15 to 5 p. m. Tuesday. In th? picture, Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks, center, who will and Stephen Miller.
Oole, Mrs Wadsworth and Mrs night at a regular meeting at tht be the hostess of the tea, plans the event with the co-chairmen of the Thomaston drive, Mrs. Beniah
Den Mother Pins: Mrs. Priscilla
GAR Hall. Mrs. Lena Richardson llarding, left, and Mrs. Peryl Robinson, right, Wednesday afternoon.
Georgia Brownell.
Lunt, Mrs. Virginia Welch, Mrs.
president, presided over the bus!
Catherine McFarland. Mrs. Bar
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Gavezt and ness meeting which was follewed by
bara Upton. Mrs. Anita Grant. Mrs.
Mary Lou Cole
AWARDS, SCHOLARSHIPS GIVEN
daughters Arne and Lisa, of Fal’s a social hour.
Mildred Roberts, and Mrs. Doris
Church, Va., are guests of h r
Mrs. Clara Payson is visiting Is Engaged
AT ROCKPORT HIGH COMMENCEMENT Burns.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Orris Burns presented Mrs. Cath
her
daughters,
Mrs.
Thomas
Bowley, Traverse street.
erine McFarland with her certifi
Highlighting the Rockport High
Mortimer and family an 1 Mrs
cate of training for having com
and daughter
School graduation ceremony Wed
Members of the Rockland Busi- Betty Merchant
pleted three basic Cub Scout train
nesday evening at the Rockport
nese and Professional Women’s Elaine in Glen Cove. N. Y.
ing sessions held at Union where
Town Hall was the announcement
Club attending the state conven
Scoutmaster Burns was instructor.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Withan
tion in Ogunquit over the weekend
that Virginia Ulmer has won the
been recent
are: Mrs. Barbara Griffith, presi of Hallowell have
Balfour Key for scholastic achieve
dent of the local club; Mi&s Eva guests of hi^ sister, Mrs. Lena
ment.
Junior Red Cross
Rogers,
past
president;
Mrs. Richardson. Union street
Other awards made during the
Joyce Champlin, Mrs. Clara Na
program included: Marietta Erick
Ship Gift Boxes
son.
Miss
Margaret Crockett.
son. Band Parents Award; Judith
Capt. Mary S. Emery, Mrs. Leota Friendship
Young. DAR Good Citizenship
To Many Lands
Cuthbertson, Miss Lucille Connon
Medal; Barbara Rhodes. Alumni
HELEN L. BAIRD
and Mrs. Emma Harvey.
Award
for
the
student
showing
the
The Junior Red Cross members
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9964
greatest improvement during the
in the elementary schools in Thom
Nu Chapter Beta Sigma Phi met
aston.
Union.
Vinalhaven
and
year.
Wednesday evening at the home of
Warren have filled WO gift boxes
Norma Heath and Richard SalThe Advent Christian Church
their sponsor. Mrs. Robert Hudson.
which are being shipped today to
minen received the Danforth Foun
Masonic Street, for the final meet will observe Children’s Day in
National headquarters in Washing
dation awards and Judith Young
ing before recessing for the sum both services next Sunday. In th.
ton.
and Clement Farnham, the Ameri
mer. Final plans were completed 10.30 service Pastor Everett Pen
The gift box program gives the
can Legion Certificates.
for a picnic for members and their der will preach on the topic. “The
American boys and girls in s',hool
Scholarships, worth $100. each,
husbands on June 28 at the summer Religion of My Home." Childrer
groups an opportunity to prepare
went to Miss Heath and Richard
cottage of Mr. and Mrs. William will be dedicated to the Lord.
and send gifts to children of other
Salminen.
The Rockport PTA
McLoon. A gift was presented to Sunday School session, under th<
I countries.
These boxes are disleadership of Stillman Havener, af
presented
Miss
Heath
with
the
Mrs. David Holden who leaves this
■ tributed by other Red Cross SoMiss Mary Ix»u Cole
Virginia I liner
12 noon. The evening service at
award,
while
the
Dramatic
Club
month to reside in Rumford. Mrs.
I eie’ies to individual childen in
7.30 will be under the direction of
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Cole. Le- was the sponsor of the other schol
8cott Wilson and Mrs. Charles
The Alumni Award for the class schools, institutions and to child
the
teachers
of
the
Beginners
and
d*oote, Jr., will attend the New Eng
arship.
maintaining the highest scholastic I'.i'fugccs. The countries selected
Primary classes. A special film 'and street, Rockland, announce
Senior letters went to: Richard awaid went to the Class of 1959. j are determined by the Red Cross
land convention of Beta Sigma Phi
strip will be shown for the benefit the engagement of their daughter.
a‘t the Hotel Somerset in Boston on of the parents who are present
Salminen. Walden Chandler. Rich Gifts to the faculty were presented National headquarters on »■‘com
Mary Lou Cole, to Wayne V.
Saturday and Sunday of this week. Promotion certificates will be
ard Turner. Charles Crockett. Don bv Abigail May and Gladys Kee. mendation of the Red Cross Socie
Thompson, son of Mrs. Donald
Mrs. Robert McIntosh and Mrs. Mc issued for all children going int
ald Starr. Joanne Morton. Norma
The valedictory and salutatory ties and overseas personnel.
Pendleton of Thomaston.
Loon presented the cultural pro older classes. Tuesday at 7.39 p.
The contents of the gift box's
Miss Cole is a member of this Heath. Rowena Twitchell, Janice were given by Virginia Ulmer and
gram, “Early’ American Furniture m.. service of prayer and praise;
respectively. 'are made or bought by students
year's graduating class and will Small, Marietta Erickson. Judith Clement Farnham
and Reproductions”. Refreshments Thursday. 7 p. ni.. Youth gather enter the Maine Medical Center in Young.
Abigail
May,
Brenda The Class History was read by as a special classroom activity
were served in closing by co-hos ing. Friday through Sunday, Dis Portland in September as a stu Spear. Virginia Ulmer and Gladys Charles Crockett; the Class Pro and filled under the supervision of
tesses. Mrs. Frank Mace and Mrs. trict Conference in the Sunshine dent nurse.
Kee.
phecy was related by Norma the teacher. Such items suitable
Harold Look, Jr. Meetings will re Advent Christian Church. Deer
for a boy or girl may be of edu
Mr. Thompson received his high
Heath and Judith Young.
sume in September.
Isle.
school diploma in 1958 and has
The events of the senior class cational value like pencils and
notebooks, or of health value like
been
serving with the U. S Lermond Students
prom were told by Greta Norbeck;
Telephone LYric 4-4036 for all
soap and pocket coombs or toys
The odds that you will have i Marine Corps in Puerto Rico, He
the Class Will was given by Janice
and personal things.
social items, guests, parties, etc., safe summei motoring vacation de will enter the Maine Vocational To Apear In
Small and Donald Starr, and
Each box contains the name of
for The Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Mar crease as the miles per hour oi Technical Institute in September.
Richard Salminen gave the ad- the school, the teacher and those
garet Winchenbaugh. 161 Limerock your speedometer increase
No date has been set for the Sunday Recital
dress to the undergraduates.
who filled it together with the
Street, social reporter.
tf Siow Down and Livt
wedding.
by address of the Knox County Chap
The Class Ode. written
Mrs. Marion Lermond will pre
Brenda
Spear
and
Robert
Gr
*ene.
ter. Many replies in gratitude are
sent her pupils in a recital to be
held at the Warren Baptist Church was sung by the graduates, The received. Thus are good-will and
Port
Clyde
invocation and benediction was friendship among the youth of
RAINBOW BAKERY SPECIALS
Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
given by Rev. Carl W. Small. The countries engendered.
ALMA S. HEAL
The program includes:
FEATURING
Correspondent
My Brave Rooster and My First Rockport High School mixed chor
us rendered several musical selec and Mrs. Frank Willis, has been at
BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW TODAY!
Waltz, Marion Smith.
tions.
Camden Community Hospital since
Church
News
After
the
Game.
Phillip
Kalloch.
Rolls ami Biscuits At All Times
Roast Breast of Capon
The marshal of the class, whose Tuesday receiving treatment for the
At the Baptist Church. Rev. Har
Falling Leaves. Barbara Wyllie.
Pies To Order
old A Haskell, pastor, service will
The Candy Band. Diana Over motto was “We Build the Ladder effects of eating a large number of
By Which We Climb.'' was Rich heart pills.
be as follows fot the week of June lock.
Danish Pastry and Homemade Bread
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Davis and
14th: Sunday 2 p. m.. Divine Wor
Southern Belle and Twilight ard Salminen.
sons of Norwich. Conn., called on
ship.
The pastor will preach on Song. Judith Anderson.
DOROTHY MENDALL, Prop.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Pushaw Wed
the theme. “A True Christian'
Distant Bells and Five Finger
The Church Schoo! Hour is at 3.10 Parade. Alice Smith.
nesday night.
South Hope
63 CEDAR STREET
p. m. Tuesday. 7 p. m. the Prayer
Mrs. Margaret Carver visited her
Bumble Bee and Off We Go, VicJOSIE ROBBINS
and Bible Study Hour.
son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
, toria Kalloch.
Correspondent
Mrs. Lloyd Bennett, at Mexico sev
Robin. Robin and Tulip Time,
Tel STate 5-2395
eral days last week, and attended
Patricia Draper.
the high school graduation of her
Over the Waves and Cielito
Mr. and Mis. Allen Annis have granddaughter, Barbara Bennett.
Does the Central Maine Power
' Lindo. Accordion Solo, Dennis returned to their home in New Jer
Miss Bennett received third honor
Maxey.
sey after being guests of his father. in her class and was given an
Company still repair and service
Barcarolle. Jean Vinal.
James A. Annis. and his s'ister. award for excellency in steno
Ballade. Susan Foley.
Mis. Hazel Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. graphy.
electric appliances?
The Sad Sea. Carol Hatch.
Richard Farnham and daughter.
Mrs. Barbara Holbrook has re
I Gypsy Rhapsody. Ingrid Grif- Mrs. Merle Eaton, of Chelmsford,
sumed work at the Sylvania Plant
! fin.
Mass., were recent guests at the in Waldoboro.
1 First Movement Sonatina in C Hart home.
and Murmuring Waves, Susan Jor
Kathy Carver. William Carver,
Learn and live.
For survival
dan.
Christine Hart, Jimmie Halt and information, write to Maine Civil
Your local CMP office and
i
Bow! of Roses and Birth of Morn. Paul Hastings are ill with measles. Defense Agency, State House, Au
I vocal. Martha Jean Dalton; ac
your electric appliance
Sally Willis, 2. daughter of Mr. gusta.
companist, Mrs. Ruth Dalton.
dealer maintain
efficient
Angel Voices and Excerpt from
Concerto in A Minor. Zoa Hawes.
up-to-date service depart
Fur Elise and Boy's Dance.
ments staffed with courteous
' Sharon Overlock.
Gertrude's Dream Waltz and
factory-trained personnel.
, Turkish Rondo. Carolyn Maxey.
Vocal selections, Mrs. Pauline
i Pellicani.
These service specialists are
Blue Danube Waltzes. Carolyn
qualified to repair all electric
Perkins.
To the Rising Sun and Flying
appliances.
Leaves in D Major, Jacqueline
Harjula.
Scarf Dance and Etude in E,
Get the ultimate in laborJean Starrett.
saving convenience
from
Prelude C Minor and Fantasia
D Minor. Shirley Hawes.
your appliances by keeping
Pi elude A Major and Tarantella
j in A Flat, Cheryl Hawes.
them in first class repair.
Ushers will be Nancy Norwood,
Nancy Starrett. Jean Draper and
Elaine Jordan.
This Cape Cod home, built before 1797 is nicely situated
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Mucher of
Lemoyne, Penna.. have returned :o
their home after spending a week
with their uncle. Walter E. Maurer.
20 Frederick Street.

Question:

Answer:

YES!

Contact your ChW store or appliance

dealer for prompt dependable sen ice.
ifNTtAl

HUE

F0 WEB

ZllWOlrrHV

Have an 8 Room Home In Washington Village.
Need* some
minor repairs.
Lights and
water. Fine location. Also a
S Room House at So. Liberty,
lights and spring water. One
arre of land, a good small
home rheap. Buy Direct and
SAVE. Also a Double House in
Thomaston. 2 acres of land.
Good repair, lights and rity
water. Also 6 Room House in
Rockland. Ilghta and city water
and a whole street of land.
HAROLD B. KALER. Washing
ton, Maine.
67-68470-71

Photo by Genthner
Miss Dorothy Ann Spicer of Waldoboro and S. Sgt. Carleton B.
Hack were married last Saturday in rites performed bv the Rev. Philip
Palmer in the Waldoboro Methodist Church. Mrs. Hack is a Portland
resident and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur V. Spicer of Waldoboro.
Sgt. Hack is the son of Wilbert Hack of Bethlehem, Penna., and is serv
ing with the United States Air Force. A full account of the nuptials
has been previously published.
field, Randall Cole playing reveille
<»n the t» unipet.

Seventh Graders
Guests At North
School Assembly
The last assembly at the North
School Thursday afternoon saw
the presentation of sex eral awards
and the honoring of the seventh
grade students who will attend the
Purchase Street School in the fall.
Receiving band awards were:
Bruce Murgita, Rhama Schofield.
Linda
Bisbee,
Ivan
Erickson,
Peter Johnson, Sue Dow. Debbie
Huber, Eleanor Nye, Dwight Fi
field. Frank Clough, Jr.
Aini Abo. Gregory Childs, Fred
Billings. Lawrence Coffin. Michael
Azevedo.
Jane Lord.
William
O’Jala. Roger Dow. Paul Monroe.
Florence
Boyington.
Raymond
Sikorski, Victor DiRenzo and Ran
dall Cole.
Judith Peterson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Peterson, was ac
claimed the champion speller of
the school.
The
following school
library
workers were recognized: Jane
Lord. Marie Thibodeau. Patricia
Jones. Sharon Harrington. Judith
Munsey. Sylvia Snowman, Sheryl
Nelson and Judith Peterson.
Members of the school boy pa
trol who received certifica*es in
cluded: Captain Dwight Fifield,
Raymond Sikorski, Basil O'Con
nor. Michael Azevedo. Richard
Sallinen, Frank Colburn and Fred
Hodgkins.
Flag Day observance was con
duct'd on the lawn of the school
Friday morning, with the several
el ides singing appropriate songs.
The ceremony was condu led by
Charles Hooper and Dwigu* Fi

IN QUALITY
PERFORMANCE

heating oil >

THE WORLD'S FINEST

Maritime Oil Co.
234 PARK ST. TEL. LY 1-4487
ROCKLAND MAINF

Films Developed
ENLARGED
EX-JFMBO I’KINTS;
IN AI.Bl

50c

8

12 EXP. .75 — 1« EXP. 1.00
20 EXP. 1.25 — 36 EXP. 2.00

kodai-olok

developing

AM. ROLLS 90c EACH
OVERSIZE PRINTS 32c EACH

SEND FOR PRICE I.IST FOR
BKTACIIRO.ME — AN SOI 'll ROME
KODACII ROME
REMIT WITH COIN OK CHECK

DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
BAR HAKBOK. ME.
130-tf

BOX 640

JUST LOOK AT THE

SOLID
CONSTRUCTION
of The Lark by Studebaker! Built by the

lamed craftsmen of Studebaker. One ol the
strongest structural forms known to engi

neering is employed in The Lark frame anti

body. Box-section construction resists
shocks, tension, and rattles.

Easy access

through all doors ... generous headroom
and legroom... deep, vacation-sized trunk.

Other Lark features are: two great
economy engines—the "6” and V-8, oversize

brakes, comfortable ride, high fashion inte
riors, and reclining seats.

BEFORE YOU BUY ANY CAR
FIND OUT ABOUT

IARK

THE

BYSTUDEBAKER

overlooking golf course. There are 5 rooms, 3 fireplaces and
Dutch Oven on first floor — two rooms on second floor. New
roof and new modern hot air furnace, oil fired. Alum, com
bination windows. Two acres of land. An ideal location on
outskirts of town for Antique Shop. Priced reduced to 36,800.

SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO.
Dorothy Dietz, Mgr.

For Real Service, Backed by Over 25 Years Experience
List Your Property With Us

Come in and fun drive The LARK at

OFFICE ACROSS FROM VILLAGE GREEN, CAMDEN
21 ELM ST.
CEdar 6-2117 or 6-3240

ELLERY T. NELSON, INC.
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Now Cowrty Rond, Roots 1, Rockland

